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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C

rafts are testimony to the need and capacity that human beings have to create. From
weaving to websites, they seek outlets for artistic and self-expression and for
contributing to the greater community. The encouragement of creativity is a means
to growth in a dynamic environment with a rich cultural fabric.

But creativity does not occur in a vacuum. As is evident with the Cape Breton craft sector, it
must be encouraged, nurtured and recognized. Framework For Progress sets down a strategy
that ultimately seeks to shape and sustain an environment that is conducive to individual and
collective creativity and commercial progress among craft producers. It encourages
innovation, collaboration and proactiveness drawing on the resources of government
educational, industry, community and economic development organizations.
While the future holds promise for the Cape Breton craft sector, complex and varied
challenges command attention in going forward. Among other things, the sector is
constrained by obvious ambivalence within key publics. Communication is of central
importance to changing attitudes. Greater effort is needed to raise awareness of the real and
significant potential of the sector to contribute to community prosperity, particularly in rural
areas. Key publics need to understand that the sector’s history of association with tourism
has been for the greater advantage of the economy. As important, is the requirement to
enhance appreciation of inherent and compelling opportunities to generate new wealth
through expanded craft export sales (Figure 1).
Figure 1
CRAFTS

Community
Development

Tourism

Export

Recent history offers a number of important lessons for the Cape Breton craft sector
(Appendix B). Among the more significant is the importance of continuity of leadership.
Beginning with the Cape Breton School of Crafts, the sector has come to appreciate the value
of centralized direction, support, education, training and co-ordination.
Upwards of 800 are actively engaged in the production of crafts across Cape Breton Island.
Slightly more than half offer product for commercial sale. Most employ a relatively simple
production - retail sales business model and target local, as well as tourism markets. Yearly
on average the sector enjoys about $7 million in sales/revenue, with the preponderance earned
by artisans living outside the Cape Breton Regional Municipality, largely in rural areas.
Interest is growing in export markets as evidenced by numbers of Cape Bretoners attending
the Atlantic Craft Trade Sh0w and inquiring about the United States.
Visitors to Cape Breton manifest an interest in crafts and giftware and represent a market
valued at about $15 million yearly. Local craft producers are understood to currently have
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approximately a 20% market share. Various guilds, associations and co-operatives such as the
Isle Quilt Market, St. Ann’s Loop and Co-operative Artisanale de Chéticamp Ltée are
committed to expanding share. As indicated in Appendix D, greater effort is required to
enhance current links with tourism as well as shape new areas of collaboration. The potential
benefit to both sectors is obvious.
Many would argue that Cape Breton has an image that can be used and enhanced through the
development of foreign markets. Research recently undertaken by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade, points out that the craft sector/industry comprises
five market segments: (i) tourist, (ii) gift, (iii) boutiques and galleries, (iv) e-commerce, and (v)
catalogue. The combined value of all segments within the United States is estimated at
US$25 billion. Craft products in demand in the U.S. include glass, metal, clay, wood and fibre.
Clearly, many Cape Breton craft producers who are on the road to being export-ready face
attractive prospects in the United States. But there are important protocols to be considered.
Key to successful penetration are product style, promotion, profile, portfolio and pricing.
Understandably growing export market share will require on-going analysis, training and
support. However, to their combined credit the national and provincial governments have
introduced policies, programs, guidelines, and training support, appropriate to enhancing
export readiness among craft producers and growing market share.
E-commerce is an emerging sales channel for crafts and an important vehicle for trade
(Appendix C). There are significant opportunities to be gained in adopting e-commerce and
equally losses to be potentially incurred if steps are not taken to engage the process. In excess
of 15 million use the Internet in Canada where the Internet economy is understood to be
valued at about $70 billion. The United States accounts for more than 75% of global ecommerce activity. The Cape Breton craft sector and individual producers need to make
greater use of e-commerce and will require on-going support, information and resources.
Framework For Progress, the strategy, is the product of collective effort, broadly based input
and current research. It strives to position the craft sector to optimize its potential within
the context of Cape Breton’s unique cultural environment and changing economy. The
strategy articulates directions in response to challenges that have and continue to constrain
the sector. A vibrant, creative and commercially successful craft sector is understood to be
one that recognizes the importance of on-going efforts to build individual and collective
capacity, appreciates the value of enhancing entrepreneurial/business skills, employs
cooperative and collaborative models within the framework of public policy and programs
and emphasizes leadership development.
Framework For Progress envisions a dynamic and innovative craft sector recognized for
excellence and viewed as a vital part of the social, economic and cultural fabric, enhancing
Cape Breton’s and Nova Scotia’s well-being. The long-term aim of the strategy is to enrich
the creative, commercial, and financial performance of the craft sector in Cape Breton,
thereby expanding numbers of producers, range and quality of product and markets and
increasing its value to approximately $15 million in the next five years while elevating its
impact on tourism and the community as a whole through the enhancement of Cape Breton’s
culture and heritage.
The four strategic directions set out in the strategy are (Figure 2):
•

Enterprise Development;

•

Export Sales;

•

Centres of Excellence; and

•

Professional Development.
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(1) Enterprise Development
Goal- Strengthen and grow the
entrepreneurial/business skills of
commercial craft producers and
facilitate enterprise start-ups
involving new entrants to the sector

Figure 2

FRAMEWORK

(2) Export Sales
Goal- Increase export sales by
expanding numbers of producers
exploiting market opportunities and
realize a better balance between
conventional retail and export sales
among producers

FOR
PROGRESS

(3) Centres of Excellence
Goal- Develop specialized skills
within a centre of excellence model
embodying the best features of the Isle
Quilt Market and focused on
authentic products that accentuate
strong images and distinctive
traditions of Cape Breton culture as
well as respond to market demand.

(4) Professional Development
Goal- Enhance design skills among
Cape Breton artisans and craftspersons
appropriate to the development of
product that is reflective e of the area’s
heritage and cultural influences,
appropriate to market demand,
contributes to productivity
improvements and to the effective use of
resources available to individual
producers and enterprises

Understandably, with Framework For Progress implementation will be key to success. In this
regard, the Cape Breton craft sector faces important issues. The sector comprises a number
of significant players each having resources of consequence to the realization of longer-term
goals. The significance of collaboration is obvious to the vast majority, if not all, stakeholders.
The challenge is to develop consensus on a collaborative model that best meets individual and
collective needs.
Framework For Progress advocates a Cape Breton craft roundtable, identifies prospective
participants, and suggests an operational structure. The strategy also emphasizes the
importance of harnessing the resources, experience and credibility of the Cape Breton Centre
for Craft and Design within the roundtable model.
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The essence of the strategy is to shape a unique, workable framework for enhanced Cape
Breton craft sector growth and development. The Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design
has considerable experience across a broad array of
initiatives and programs. Over the years the Centre
has developed and successfully implemented
Cape Breton Centre for Craft and
professional development workshops. It engendered
Design has and continues to be a
the acclaimed Isle Quilt Market and continues to
leading proponent of innovative
support the initiative.
practices and initiatives in the
advancement of the Cape Breton craft
In more recent years, the Centre has used its expertise
sector. The centre has invaluable
to identify and validate export market opportunities
networks, obvious expertise and
and ready local craftspersons to sell product offresources of consequence to the
Island. The overall profile of the sector has been
implementation of Framework For
noticeably enhanced by work undertaken at the
Progress. As such, it is ideally suited
Centre to promote and build awareness of the talent
to the role of secretariat in service to
and creativity that is inherently a part of the Island’s
a new craft roundtable.
craft community. Yearly, the Christmas craft show
organized by the Centre attracts buyers from across
Atlantic Canada. Increasingly local producers are responding to the Centre’s call to
participate in retail and wholesale export shows.

More recently, the Centre has taken the initiative of bringing Cape Breton crafts on-line to
the world with the establishment of a functional, appealing WWW site. In efforts to attract
new talent to the sector, youth programs have been offered, as have day camps and in-school
initiatives.
Obviously the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design is committed to strengthening the
Island’s craft sector and opening new pathways to prosperity. Therefore, it is apparent that it
will be central to a new, enriched growth strategy.
Unfortunately the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design faces an uncertain future for
lack of requite operational funding and consequently the entire craft sector is in danger of
losing an obvious and important asset. Resolution of the fiscal issues facing the Centre For
Craft and Design is believed to be of paramount importance to the continued evolution of
the craft sector on the Island.
Framework For Progress recommends that the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design be
engaged in the capacity of secretariat to a new craft roundtable. As envisioned in the go
forward document, the Centre would be tasked and compensated to play a lead role in
implementation consistent with its past initiatives and within the scope of proven
competencies.
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2

FOREWORD
2.1

F

STUDY ORIGIN
ramework for Progress is the product of collective effort and a shared
understanding of the creative and commercial potential of Cape Breton artisans
and craftspersons. It offers a picture of Cape Breton’s craft sector and presents a
framework for growth and advancement.

Under the direction of the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design, early in
2003, a team of independent consultants engaged craft producers at all levels,
sector leaders, government officials, community and economic developers, cultural industry
proponents and other key informants in forging this go forward plan. A broadly
representative Steering Committee guided the process and provided invaluable insight and
comment throughout the study.

2.2

SCOPE

The scope of the study included a review of current strategies and plans relating directly and
indirectly to the Cape Breton craft sector, assembly of key bench mark information, an
assessment of education and training issues, consideration of product development
challenges, examination of marketing opportunities, discussion of the impact of technology
on the sector, in particular, the Internet, development of a go forward strategy and
recommendations for strategy implementation.

2.3

PROCESS

Across Cape Breton, stakeholders willingly gave of their time to contribute to the strategy, in
some cases despite inclement weather. Their interventions touched on the practical as well
as the philosophical. Several spoke of the potential of crafts in the context of rural
community and micro-enterprise development while others enthusiastically elaborated on the
sector’s natural and important attachment to the tourism industry. For many, producing
crafts was largely a life-style choice. They enunciated the proud traditions and unique
character of the craft sector; discussed the intrinsic potential of crafts to give meaning and
serenity to life; and referenced the elevated importance of crafts in a growing trend toward
internationalism.

2.4

COMMON THEMES

Though the course of the study several common themes emerged from stakeholder
consultations and in-depth interviews. Among the more noteworthy were:
Shaping a sense of community - arts and culture, therefore, crafts are an important key to the
future of the Cape Breton community; craftspersons, like all artists, express, enunciate and
share Cape Breton's common existence as a community and help to advance and sustain the
community working collectively or alone;
Sector sensitivities - Cape Breton artists and their work are celebrated both at home and
internationally. Arts and culture, of which crafts is a sub-set, now constitute a major industry
with significant direct and indirect benefits. Regardless, the situation for a majority of artists
and artisans is delicate;
Capacity building - Craftspersons, particularly those in rural areas, are most knowledgeable
of the go forward challenges they face along with their communities. Therefore, they must be
assisted to acquire requisite skills to heighten the impact of their direct involvement in the
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advancement of the sector;
Craft sector uniqueness – a degree of flexibility and innovation must be built into programs
and services so that they are relevant to the sector and appropriate to the realization of its
potential;
No quick fixes – a long term commitment is needed to fully support the processes of building
a more dynamic, creative, and economically significant sector; and
Collective action – Strong local leadership is key to motivating and supporting the sector.
Such leadership plays a decisive role in empowering and enabling craftspersons to seize the
opportunities ahead and partnerships are critical to overall sector development.

2.5

STUDY COMPOSITION

Framework For Progress comprises the following:
• Chapter 1 –Executive Summary
• Chapter 2 -Foreword
• Chapter 3 -Context Review – Canada & Cape Breton
• Chapter 4 –Export Market Assessment: U.S.
• Chapter 5 –Framework For Progress –The Strategy
• Chapter 6 –Strategy Implementation
A - Best Practices Assessment
• Appendices B - Historical Overview
C - Technology & Communications
D - Tourism & Crafts
E - Survey
• Addendum - A

2.6

ABSTRACT

Following on is an abstract of the main elements of the document:
Chapter 3 - provides an overview of the current dynamic and character of the craft industry
as considered from the national and Cape Breton perspective: make up, demographics,
economics, markets, media, trends, and challenges;
Chapter 4 – assesses the character and dynamic of the U.S. export market, examines trends,
as well as market segments, in addition, sales channels are considered along with the
competitive environment. Finally, Cape Breton craft products are matched with U.S. market
segments/channels;
Chapter 5 - drawing on key information in Chapters 3 & 4 as well as Appendices, a go
forward strategy is articulated comprising four key directions;
Chapter 6 – outlines a collaborative model for implementation of Framework For Progress;
Appendix A – provides a best practices assessment based on a review of craft strategies being
implemented internationally and in select Canadian provinces. As well, consideration is given
two potential best practice models that have recently developed in Cape Breton;
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Appendix B – looks back at the Cape Breton craft sector over the past three decades,
considers various initiatives along the way and examines the current context for craft
development along with the status of the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design;
Appendix C - considers the impact of the Internet on business, details a practical approach
to effective use of the technology and recommends ways to enhance the presence of Cape
Breton crafts on the WWW;
Appendix D – looks at the relationship between tourism and crafts and recommends means
to forge stronger more effective links between the two; and
Appendix E – provides a copy of the survey instrument used to gather information
fundamental to profiling the Cape Breton craft sector.
Addendum A – summarizes the strategy in presentation format, sets out priorities, provides a
yearly budget for three years, considers sources of funding and rationalizes the role of the
Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design as secretariat to the CAPE BRETON CRAFT
ROUNDTABLE
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3

CONTEXT ASSESSMENT
3.1

CRAFTS – ENCUMBERED BY AMBIVALENCE

As indicated in the 2001 study of the Canadian crafts sector co-ordinated by the Conseil des
métiers d’art du Québec (CMAQ) for the Canadian Craft Federation (CCF), the craft sector
is a sub-set of the cultural industry. Nevertheless, it encompasses a range of economic and
cultural activities, the preponderance of which are focused on the design and production of
expressive, functional or decorative goods. Until recently, many closely associated with crafts
felt the sector to be encumbered by ambivalence in key decision making circles. It was
argued that public policy did not adequately accommodate the economic and artistic merit of
the sector nor view it as important enough to command requisite resources or deem it
adequately artistic to merit much consideration from cultural or heritage authorities.
Proper characterization of the sector has proven difficult to some, particularly economists.
The tendency has been to generally define crafts as a collection of micro enterprises broadly
dispersed with work often undertaken out-of-sight in homes or inconspicuous studios. Of
course, as the CCF emphasizes, this contributes to a low profile and obfuscation of the
substantive economic and cultural contributions of artisans and craftspersons.

3.2

PERCEPTION BEGINNING TO CHANGE

Both CCF and CMAQ opine that slowly evidence is emerging that perceptions of the craft
sector are beginning to change. They argue that the talent and creative prowess of individual
artisans across the Country is capturing increasing attention. Several provinces like Quebec
have begun to accord the sector more attention and some are now shaping policy appropriate
to its newly demonstrated potential to revitalize regional economies and generate new
income through trade.
Efforts to reposition the craft sector as a serious wealth-generator and promising contributor
to micro-enterprise development have been challenged by the large number of amateurs and
hobbyists attracted to crafts. In the minds of many, their presence has the effect of
subrogating the real significance of the quality work being done by skilled professionals.
The range of unique quality items produced by the craft sector is broad and includes such
products as special textiles, musical instruments, furniture, clothing, quilts, pottery ceramics,
furniture and sculpted items. There is evidence that demand for these products is growing
both nationally and internationally. Moreover, it is now emerging that when properly
integrated with tourism, crafts play a decided complementary role and contribute appreciably
to expanded length of stay among visitors, increased expenditures and improved yield.

3.3

NATIONAL SECTOR-PROFILE

Until the study of the Canadian craft sector undertaken for CCF in cooperation with
Industry Canada and the Department of Foreign Affairs in 2001, there had not been a major
industry assessment in almost a decade. Quebec has taken the lead among the provinces in
profiling the craft sector which it views as an integral part of the heritage, culture and
economy of the province. More so than any other Canadian jurisdiction, Quebec has also
taken steps to capture the sector’s economic and social impact.
3.3.1

Labour Force and Revenue

As indicated by CCF, Statistics Canada reports that artisans and craftspersons represent just
over 0.1% of the total national labour force of approximately 15.6 million (2001 Census). The
preponderance (35%) of all craftpersons and artisans (about 20,250) work in businesses
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classified as retail trade. Aggregate sector gross sales/revenue is estimated at upwards of $1
billion, thereby suggesting average sales/revenue per craftsperson in the $40,000 to $50,000
range.
3.3.2

Trade Groups and Work Force statistics

Craftspersons are
normally divided into
trade groups by
medium. CCF
considers trade
groups to include
wood, ceramics,
fibre, leathers
and skins, glass,
paper, print
and binding,
metals and
multidisciplinary.

Wood
Leather
& Skins

Print &
Binding

Ceramics
Glass

Fibre
Paper

Metals
Multidisciplinary

The craft sector nationally accounts for just over 15 percent of the Canadian cultural
workforce. In the case of Nova Scotia were Statistics Canada suggests direct employment in
the cultural industry approximates 12,000 this would convert to about 1,800 persons earning
some or a significant portion of household income from crafts. In Cape Breton, where direct
employment in the cultural industry is said to approximate 2,500, upwards of 400 persons
indicate crafts as their principal source of employment.
Interestingly, CCF reports that crafts are the only employment category in the cultural
workforce to decline in recent years. As well, the annual income of full-time craftspersons is
merely 45% of the average annual income of those employed in other cultural sectors (Canada
Council for the Arts, 1999).
3.3.3

Dominant Regions

Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia dominate the nation’s craft sector in that seventy per
cent (70%) of aggregate producers reside in the three provinces. CCF data suggest that
approximately 3,000 producers live in Atlantic Canada. However, compared with provincial
data provided by Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, the CCF estimate is
low. The three eastern Canadian provinces suggest that the craft sector generates
employment for almost 4,000.
3.3.4

Full-Time Producers

Only 30% of Canadian craftspersons consider themselves working on a full-time basis.
Therefore, based on CCF data there are between 6,000 to 10,000 producers earning a
significant portion or all their household income from crafts. Extrapolating from this,
together Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland would have 1,200 to 1,500
earning a major part of their living from crafts and therefore, classifying themselves as fulltime.
3.3.5

Income

Typically, yearly income from craft production is modest. As noted in the CCF study average
yearly income from full-time craft production was just over $17,000 nationally in 2001. In
the case of Nova Scotia, the average was about $13,500 yearly for the same period.
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3.3.6

Market Segments

The dynamic of the craft sector is ever changing and Canada is no exception. Today the craft
market comprises five distinct segments: (i) tourist, (ii) gift, (iii) boutiques & galleries, (iv)
catalogue, and (v) e- commerce. In addition, the sector is trending toward increased
specialization among producers, competition for high-end product is vigorous and increasing
producers are pursuing niche markets, the newest of which is museums.
3.3.7

Challenges

CCF has adopted the view that the Canadian craft sector has exciting potential. However, it
is constrained by a range of factors from fiscal limitations through to deficient public policy
and organizational barriers. The federation advocates collaborative effort between
government at all levels and the sector to shape a framework for growth.
3.3.8

United States Sector Dynamic

For comparative purposes, it is interesting to note that an economic impact survey completed
by the United States Craft Organization Directors Association (CODA) in 2001 estimates
that there are about 125,000 craftpersons working in the United States generating sales of
about $25 billion yearly. The average sales/revenue per craft person is about $75,000 yearly.
The preponderance of all sales is retail whereas just over 25% of all sales are wholesale.
Additionally CODA indicates that the vast majority of craft producers are female, average
age 50 and almost 65% work alone in a studio.

3.4

CAPE BRETON BENCH MARK DATA

3.4.1

Methodology

An important component of the strategy involved efforts to profile the Cape Breton craft
sector with a view to developing key data as a benchmark in the evaluation of the impact of
go forward initiatives. The sector snapshot was developed employing a variety of means as
follows:
ÿ

A representative sample (about 20%) of known craft producers were interviewed indepth employing a pre-approved questionnaire (Appendix E). The questionnaire
considered a range of issues from demographics, through to level of individual
involvement, products, markets, sales channels, sales volume, employment, training
and obstacles to growth;

ÿ

Key officials with several craft guilds and associations were interviewed to gain
insight into numbers and make-up of membership, focus and commercial activity;

ÿ

Several past studies and documentation on the sector were reviewed; and

ÿ

Prominent publications were examined for sector information.
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3.4.2

Estimated Aggregate Cape Breton Producers

It is difficult to precisely estimate aggregate craft
The sector comprises about
producers on Cape Breton. However, in considering
800 producers at various
such things as the membership of the Cape Breton
levels.
Centre for Craft and Design, lists of known
participants at prominent retail craft shows,
numbers taking courses at the Cape Breton Centre
for Craft and Design, membership of guilds and
associations and Cape Breton listings in the Nova Scotia Buyers Guide to Arts and Crafts, it
would appear that the sector comprises about 800 producers at various levels.
3.4.3

Demographics

Questionnaire and interview responses indicate that the Cape Breton craft sector
demographic generally parallels that of Canada and United States as a whole. The vast
majority (70%) of producers are women and most (65%) are older judging from the length of
time they have been in business. Recent sector studies in Newfoundland and Prince Edward
Island indicate a similar composition.
3.4.4

Level of Involvement

As regards level of involvement, Table 1 below indicates, based on questionnaire data, that
31% of all craftspersons are working at their craft steadily, and therefore, are full-time
producers, 27% allocate significant time to their craft and consider themselves involved parttime while the remaining 42% are engaged in the sector on a hobby or recreational basis.
These data would suggest that there are upwards of 240 full-time producers, about 200 parttime and greater than 300 hobby or recreational producers.
Table 1

Category

Percentage of total

Total producers by category

Full-time

31%

0.31x800 = 248

Part-time

27%

0.27x800 = 216

Hobby or recreational

42%

0.42x800 = 336

3.4.5

Media

Cape Breton craftspersons pursuing their craft on a full-time basis appear to be comfortable
working with traditional media. As shown in Figure 3 below, 30% of producers work with
textile and fibre, 23% with paints and pottery and ceramics and 15% with wood.
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Figure 3

Preferred Medium
Textiles & Fibre
Paint
Pottery & Ceramics Wood
Other

Wood
15%

Textiles
& Fibre
30%

Other
9%

Pottery &
Ceramics
23%
3.4.6

Paint
23%

Geography

The preponderance of craft studios and production facilities are located in two of Cape
Breton’s four counties, Victoria and Inverness. The former is home to about 45% of all
studios as listed in the Buyers Guide to Arts and Crafts in Nova Scotia while 36% are found
in Inverness County.
3.4.7

Markets & Sales Channels

The Cape Breton craft sector again generally parallels the national sector with respect to
markets and sales channels. Part-time producers largely consider Cape Breton their primary
market whereas full-time producers consider their market to be more regional and national.
Direct retail is the preferred sales channel among 64% of all local producers. Full-time
producers employ a combination of direct retail and retail craft shows (77% and 20%
respectively) in the sale of product whereas less than 10% of full-time producers export some
product through regional and out-of-country wholesale shows. As shown in Table 2, below,
direct retail and retail craft shows are also the preferred sales channel of part-time producers
Five percent of part-time producers report wholesaling some product.
Table 2

Category

Direct retail

Retail Craft Shows

Wholesale Shows

Full Time

77%

20%

8%

Part-Time

60%

40%

5%
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3.4.8

Sales/Revenue

Typical of the Canadian craft sector as a whole, annual sales/revenue for individual Cape
Breton producers is modest, particularly when compared to other forms of business. The
preponderance (87%) of full-time producers report yearly sales/revenue of less than $50,000
whereas 80% of part-time producers enjoy average annual sales/revenue of less than $10,000.
Among casual producers who occasionally sell product the vast majority (90%) report
sales/revenue in the $1,000 to $5,000 range.
3.4.9

Aggregate Sales/Revenue Value

Employing data as shown below in Tables 3, 4 & 5
aggregate yearly average sales/revenue for the Cape Breton
craft sector is estimated at approximately $7 million.
Considered from another perspective, this is less than half
the aggregate value of products produced by Cape Breton
farms.

Aggregate yearly average
sales/revenue estimated at
approximately $7 million

Table 3 - Cape Breton Craft Sector
Percentage Sales/Revenue Range
By Producer Category
Sales Range
$1,000-$5000
$5,000-$10,000
$10,000-$20,000
$20,000-$50,000
$50,000-$100,000

% Full-Time

% Part-Time
14%
27%
23%
23%
14%

59%
23%
9%
0%
0%

% Casual - Recreational
40%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table 4 - Cape Breton Craft Sector
Sector Sales/Revenue Estimate by Range
By Producer Category
Full-Time
Sales Range
$1,000-$5000
$5,000-$10,000
$10,000-$20,000
$20,000-$50,000
$50,000-$100,000
Total

Low

Part Time

$

31,169 $
311,688
519,481
1,038,961
1,558,442

High
155,844 $
623,377
1,038,961
2,597,403
3,116,883

$

3,459,740 $

7,532,468 $

Low
135,065
259,740
207,792
-

$

602,597

$

High
675,325
519,481
415,584
-

$

1,610,390 $

Casual/Recreational
Low
High
135,065 $
675,325
135,065

$

675,325
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Table 5 - Cape Breton Craft Sector
Estimated Total Average Yearly Sector Sales/Revenue
Low

High

Average

Cateogry
Full-Time
Part-Time
Casual/Recreational

$
$
$

3,459,740
602,597
135,065

$
$
$

7,532,468
1,610,390
675,325

$
$
$

5,496,104
1,106,494
405,195

Total

$

4,197,403

$

9,818,182

$

7,007,792

3.4.10

Value Tourist Craft Market

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island tourism survey data indicate that on average visitors
allocate in the range of 5% to 10% of aggregate expenditures to crafts and giftware. PEI
estimates the value of the craft and giftware market at about $30 million and is consciously
developing a strategy to help local producers capture increased share (Appendix D).
Extrapolated, the PEI data suggest the value of the Cape Breton market for crafts and
giftware to approximate $15 million ($240 million annual tourism receipts x 0.o6).
Based on survey/questionnaire data assembled as part of this study, it is assumed that Cape
Breton producers generate 50% of yearly revenue through the sale of product to visitors. This
would suggest that local crafts command about a 20% share of the tourism export market.
3.4.11

Expansion Potential

The average age of Cape Breton craft producers seems to be having some effect on go
forward planning at the individual enterprise level. Less than half the sector (40%) seems
interested in expansion. Those contemplating increased capacity indicate that priority
investments would include capital assets such as equipment and facilities. Major determinants
in the case of expansion include available financing, and market and sales support.
3.4.12

Training & Skill Sets

Not unlike the craft industry in general, the majority of Cape Breton producers are selftaught with 15% only indicating the completion of fine arts training. Local producers indicate
a strong desire for training in a range of areas including design, packaging, product
development, marketing and sales.
3.4.13

Electronic Commerce

Electronic commerce has yet to command the attention of the majority of Cape Breton craft
producers. Data indicate that despite the growing popularity of e-commerce as a separate
and powerful sales channel within the craft sector, Island producers are noticeably lagging in
the exploitation of the opportunity (Appendix C). Fewer than 10% transact sales on-line.
There is no apparent significant interest in using the technologies associated with ecommerce. In some cases, this outlook is attributable to the lack of ubiquitous high-speed
connectivity across Cape Breton. Moreover, producers do not seem to know where to find
information on e-commerce applications or enterprise models relevant to the craft industry.
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3.4.14

Synopsis

The preceding sector synopsis shows that:

ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

3.4.15

Just over 15% of all producers have had formal training in their area of
focus;
About 30% of all producers (800) work full-time in their enterprise;
Direct employment levels do not appear overly significant;
E-commerce is not yet considered a potentially significant new sales
channel by local producers;
Women comprise the vast majority of producers;
Traditional media are largely employed;
The average age of Cape Breton craft producers is 50 years or greater;
There are few new serious entrants yearly to the sector; and
Obstacles to expansion include access to capital and expertise.

Economic Character

The economic character of the sector can be summarized as follows:
ÿ There are believed to be about 800 producers across the Island and the majority have
yearly sales/revenue of $10,000 or less;
ÿ The preferred enterprise model is production-retail, with the majority selling direct
from their studios and participating in retail craft shows;
ÿ Aggregate annual sales/revenue for the sector is estimated to be in the range of $7
million; and the Cape Breton tourism market for crafts/giftware valued at an estimated
$15 million is of considerable significance to local producers who, based on current
yearly sales/revenues, presently enjoy about a 20% share.
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4

U.S. CRAFT EXPORT MARKET
4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1

Methodology

T

his chapter provides a general market scan and segments of interest within the
United States. It also provides market entry strategies to be considered by
individual crafts producers and the craft community. Primary and secondary
resources were utilized, including U.S. craft industry reports, Canadian Consulate
market studies, and discussions with individual artisans, Gift Mart Directors, show organizers
and buyers. In addition, we attended the American Craft Council’s Atlanta consumer show
to gain a better feel for product categories, market trends, and successful vendor marketing
approaches covering the primary arts and craft industry product categories.
4.1.2

Market Value

The U.S. crafts industry grew across all major segments of the industry to US$25 billion in
2001 and is expected to continue as consumers spend more time at home and on home décor
projects. The trend offers opportunities for export-ready Cape Breton craft manufacturers in
many categories.
4.1.3

Urban Trend Setters

Cities like New York, Chicago and San Francisco are considered to be national craft industry
trendsetters, yet highly competitive. The following cities, while not exhaustive, represent
potential target markets for Cape Breton crafts producers who are prepared and committed
to the export market:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

Philadelphia (Rosen
Shows)
Atlanta
Chicago

ÿ

New York

ÿ

Pittsburg

ÿ
ÿ

Boston
San Francisco

ÿ
ÿ

Seattle
Denver

We chose the above listed first and second-tier cities since the majority have wholesale Gift
Marts that offer longer-term representation, arts and craft shows and temporary space for
suppliers direct to retailers. All attract buyers from large chains stores to independent shops
to distributors/representatives with ties to many wholesalers/retailers. Some of the major
buyers and a significant cluster of independents are also headquartered in these cities.
Finally, Atlantic Canada has led efforts to develop stronger trade and investment ties with
the majority of these cities through trade missions, trade shows and individual company
visits. We believe that the awareness level of Canadian and possibly Cape Breton products is,
therefore, higher than in other U.S. markets. The environment could offer Cape Breton craft
producers strong selling opportunities through a variety of channels.
These markets will not be analyzed individually as part of this report since there is demand
for most craft products across mediums in each city. Some, like Philadelphia are important
because of the nation’s best-known wholesale crafts show. Others, like Atlanta offer one of
the most successful Gift Marts while cities like New York and San Francisco offer trendsetting opportunities. Most U.S artisans we spoke with exhibit at anywhere from 2 to 14
trade shows and markets per year nationally which highlights the individual preferences that
each artisan brings in terms of balancing time spent on marketing and craft production as
well as the range of markets available. In addition, we have found that focusing in on a few
cities unnecessarily limits opportunities for Cape Breton crafts producers.
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4.1.4

Defining the Arts & Crafts Sector

In the United States (U.S.), the craft industry is generally divided into suppliers and buyers of
raw material and manufacturers and buyers of finished products. In addition, the terms “fine
craft” and “production crafts” differ from the term “commercial giftware”, when considering
quality, quantity, product category, market size and entry strategy. Functional or decorative
fine crafts are usually high quality, handmade, unique and higher-priced. Production crafts
while still handmade and of medium-high quality, are typically reproducible and available in
greater volumes. Commercial giftware broadly encompasses many mediums, product
categories and varieties, quality and quantity levels, and products that are not necessarily
hand-made. Typically, commercial giftware producers manufacture larger quantities and
produce solely for the wholesale commercial giftware market, not for smaller, specialized and
often individual buyers. However, differences among the terms are becoming blurred since
many consumers now buy giftware for personal use and fine crafts as gifts. As a result,
specialization balanced with new, unique product lines characterizes the retail market.
For purposes of Framework For Progress we consider Cape Breton fine and production crafts
producers, their finished products and U.S. market opportunities while generally addressing
the U.S. commercial giftware industry, market, trends and entry strategies. Given the
middle-high quality of Cape Breton products, we did not explore the lower-end U.S. craft
industry, the craft supply industry or the fast growing “do-it-yourself” craft market.
4.1.5

Key Assumptions

The initial benchmarking data gathered from stakeholder meetings held as part of the
strategy development revealed that producers with the best chances of export success are
those who offer a high quality and variety of products, designs, internal capacity and
flexibility to produce the necessary volume and the skills, knowledge and commitment to
export.
There are approximately 800 artisans and crafts producers on Cape Breton Island, about 200
of whom are thought to be professionals and a percentage of those are best positioned to
grow via exporting their products to the U.S. While further analysis, support and training
must be addressed by stakeholders and producers ranging from leather goods to glass to quilts
to paintings, many who are on the road to being export ready face attractive markets for their
products in the U.S. Many produce at a lower volume and sell directly from their
workshops/studios or local galleries to foreign tourists traveling to Cape Breton. While this
approach enables crafts producers to sell direct to the customer, it limits opportunities to
increase sales in the U.S. via wholesale buyers and a range of retail channels, largely due to
production and marketing limitations. This strategy attempts to present a roadmap for Cape
Breton crafts producers interested and capable of entering the U.S. market by matching
current and potential capabilities with appropriate U.S. market demand. It also targets
growth markets for those producers interested in making internal capacity changes to further
expand their business internationally.
Cape Breton producers should be motivated by survey results of Canadian craft exporters
collected by Industry Canada which revealed that in many cases, the U.S. market accounted
for 80% of some respondents business after three years. But, only those who were prepared
and invested the necessary resources (time, energy and financial) succeeded.
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4.1.6

Market Character and Trends

A more useful market size figure representing fine and production crafts is reported to be
close to US$25 billion. However, the “giftware” market size figure is often sited since most
available data is grouped under this industry term and it captures most product segments
within the arts and craft sub-sector. This market reached US$69 billion in 2001 and is
forecasted to reach US$99 billion by 2007 with the largest segment, home decorative
accessories, representing 26.2% of this market. Remaining segments include: Collectibles
(18.1%), General Gifts (20.3%), Stationery and Paper Products (23.9%) and miscellaneous
products accounting for 11.5%. Independent and specialized retailers dominate the industry,
accounting for 67% of total sales nationally. However, in some industry sectors, such as toys
and clothing, many have been put out of business by the large chains such as Toys R Us. In
addition, many consumers are purchasing products through alternative channels such as mail
order catalogues and the Internet. Even the term “gift” is perceived differently by consumers
who now are purchasing products not only as gifts, but also for personal use. Needless-to-say,
the market is large yet very competitive and driven by good quality, reasonable price-points,
on-time deliveries and new product designs.
Market trends include:
ÿ

Gift shops offering a larger number of articles for the home plus decorative
accessories and related items, because retailers have had to diversify their
products in order to meet a wider variety of consumer needs;

ÿ

Quality and workmanship have become more important. Consumers are smarter
and expect more for their money from longer-lasting products;

ÿ

Sales of small luxury items such as scented candles, fine foods and expensive
soaps have increased; and

ÿ

High-end, unique objects such as Southwestern Indian art continue to be
purchased by consumers whose income levels are less affected by the current
economic slow-down.

Specialized products are increasingly in demand, especially those:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

designed with the sophisticated, well-educated buyer between the ages of 30-50
in mind;
that are environmentally friendly;
catering to ethnic groups and their traditional holidays;
geared to spiritual needs;
that are educational; and
that are designed for the home, as more Americans are spending an increasing
amount of time at home for comfort and security reasons.

Retailers tend to purchase products at least six months and often one year prior to the actual
holiday/season or to the consumer-buying season. The most popular holidays in the U.S. are
Christmas, Mother's Day, Valentine's Day, Easter, Father's Day, Halloween and
Thanksgiving. Forty percent of retail sales to consumers over Halloween, Thanksgiving and
Christmas take place during October – December while twenty percent of sales occur during
April – June over Easter and Mother’s Day. The third period begins in July and ends in
September where 25% of sales are made and related to weddings.
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4.2

RETAIL MARKET SEGMENTS

Retail buyers typically purchase from representatives (35%) at Trade fairs (30%) and directly
from the manufacturer (25%), while the remaining 10% use other methods. Because the
American market is so competitive, artisans and crafts producers must plan to invest a great
deal in terms of resources (time, money, effort) before obtaining concrete results.
Below is an overview of retail channels to consider when entering the U.S. market.
4.2.1

Retail Stores

4.2.1.1

Department Stores

A few select department stores may be appropriate channels for Cape Breton producers, but
producers must keep in mind the good quality and especially higher volume demands.
Department stores do not necessarily offer a fine craft section. In addition, buyers in the
home decorative category seek new, large volume, reproducible crafts, most of which are not
“hand-made”.
4.2.1.2

Specialty Stores & Independent Shops

Independent and specialized retailers dominate the industry, accounting for 67% of total
sales nationally. Specialty chains and independent arts & craft shops have gained more
market share by offering better service to customers, new high quality products on a regular
basis, and by targeting specific demographic categories such as ethnic groups and
sophisticated and educated buyers between the ages of 30-50, among others. Independents
and specialty shops do not compete with Department Stores in terms of volume and price.
But, they must constantly differentiate themselves from the larger chains and department
stores by specializing in specific product categories without sacrificing cross-marketing
opportunities. Single product specialty or independent shops have suffered from increased
competition that has forced these shops to carry multiple products.
Most craft businesses are sole proprietorships, employ fewer than seven people, generate
average revenue of about US$500,000, and spend about US$180,000 on goods sold in total
inventory and approximately $65,000 on craft inventory alone. These figures indicate that
crafts are sold along with other products in many businesses.
4.2.1.3

Art/Craft Galleries

Arts and craft galleries are typically a good channel for one of a kind or limited multiples of
high quality objects.
There are several types of galleries in the U.S.:
ÿ

Consignment galleries where the artist is paid only after the piece is sold. Proceeds
are typically split 50/50 upon the sale if the gallery assumes all marketing
responsibilities and costs. If not, then typically a 70/30 split in favor of the crafter is
normal, though regional practices vary. Some galleries require exclusive agreements,
but artists must be careful to consider these terms and ensure that sales targets are
met by the gallery in exchange for exclusivity. It is very important to research
consignment laws in each state as they affect galleries and crafts producers in the
event that the gallery goes bankrupt. Creditors may seize craft products in the
gallery in an effort to recover assets, even though the products have not been sold.

ÿ

Wholesale galleries where orders are placed for specific items and under specific
terms (such as "Net 30"). Products are then purchased outright under these terms.
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ÿ

Cooperatives, “Coops”, are typically organized, primarily for tax purposes, as a nonprofit and managed by member artisans/crafts producers. Members are selected by
existing membership based on quality and content of their works. Members also
enjoy a more favorable split of about 80/20 but are required to contribute a monthly
fee, “volunteer” their time which may include gallery sitting (working at the gallery
one day per month), managing the gallery, maintaining the finances, participate in
regular gallery meetings and assist at member shows since the gallery is not privately
owned and operated. In return, the member typically receives a one-person show,
group show, additional exposure through the Coops’ website and other exposure and
cost-savings benefits. An increasing number of Coops are not accepting non-local
artists or crafts producers because of these commitment requirements.

Interested artisans/crafts producers should research galleries first and match mediums and
content. Calling or emailing first about new artist policies is also very important and will save
time and shipping costs. After narrowing the list to include interested galleries, it is
important for the artisan/crafter to ship professional slides of their work, a bio, press articles,
price lists, major commissions or exhibitions. If the craftspersons work is accepted, then
additional items to consider include contractual arrangement, shipping/packaging or original
or reproduced works, photos, website and other useful promotional tools.
Galleries often rent their space to interested crafts producers/artisans willing to pay and
wanting to exhibit their products. Typical rates are calculated on a monthly basis, where the
average may be US$3,000, although rates vary according to type of gallery and location.
Groups of artisans/crafts producers may decide to share this cost in support of a group show.
However, in addition to the monthly fee, the gallery may charge commissions. Comparing
this option with trade show opportunities is important and criteria such as costs and level of
traffic should be considered.
4.2.1.4

Museum Stores

In order to stay in operation, museums must rely increasingly on private support as opposed
to government funds. Revenue streams typically include private donations, visitor fees,
promotional events and museum shop sales. Museums are attracting more visitors by
mounting popular exhibits and simultaneously offering dining and shopping experiences.
Museum stores, while focusing on quality, require multiples based on specific, thematic
designs that are directly related to the museum’s experience. Typical inventory may include
jewelry, pottery, glassware, sculptures and porcelain art. However, inventory is specific to the
museum’s theme. Sales tend to increase after major renovations and popular exhibitions.
Quite a bit of information can be obtained from the Museum Store Association at
www.museumdirect.com. Over 400 vendors participate in the MSA’s Museum Retail &
Conference Expo which travels from city to city annually. Successful exhibitors understand
that buyers face unique circumstances when purchasing products for their store. Principally,
the products they select must help further their institution's educational mission. Museum
buyers represent categories such as art, science, natural history, civilization, zoos and
libraries. Since most sales are made after the show, lasting relationships established during
the show are extremely important. The recently published “2002 Museum Retail Industry
Report” offers useful data for Cape Breton crafts producers seeking a greater understanding
of buying patterns and industry trends.
4.2.2

Catalogues

Mail order and purchasing via the Internet are two of the fastest growing sales channels for
producers. Catalogue buying has grown in popularity among consumers in the U.S. primarily
because it is less time consuming and easily accessible. The main advantages of displaying
one's products in a catalogue are:
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ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

generally high visibility;
often results in large orders; and
producers receive a seal of approval that can increase sales.

Recent trends in the catalogue field include the positioning of the markets to specifically
address demographic groups. There are still a few good general catalogues, however most new
catalogs are targeted to well defined markets; e.g., glass, quilters and specific population
groups. A number of sources exist where Cape Breton manufacturers can find lists of mail
order companies, including the websites: http://crafts producerscatalogs.com and
www.catalogcity.com.
It is important to take into consideration specific catalogue house procedures for accepting
new products, product-labeling requirements, internal product and sales support needs and
the overall need to manage several wholesale/retail accounts. Products that sell well via
catalogues are typically unique, present well/clearly as a small picture and are less likely to
break.
Many catalogue companies often purchase just one or two items from a producer’s line (or
they ask to alter an existing piece of merchandise slightly to give them an "exclusive") and
then may not order the same item again, as they move on to feature more "new, unique"
items in their next issue. If merchandise sells, they may run it another time. On the other
hand, if merchandise doesn't move, the crafter might be asked to take some if it back. It is
important to know what the terms are ahead of time and determine whether this is
something you want to consider.
Most catalogue houses will order a shipment from the manufacturer and then mail each sale
out of their warehouse. However, some catalogue houses ask manufacturers to "drop ship"
directly to customers. Though it is unlikely that a Cape Breton company would be asked to
drop ship, it is important to understand their policy before signing the contract. Other issues
such as pricing, payment terms, advertising costs and order sizes/shipping requests must also
be considered.
4.2.3

Internet

One of the fastest growing sales channels for both high and low volume producers is via the
Internet. Many artisan crafts producers sell via:
ÿ

established on-line auction vehicles such as eBay;

ÿ

their own website which has been designed with the U.S. buyer in mind (e.g. website
in English; pricing in U.S. dollars; photos of products; shipping costs/instructions;
background of company/individual artisan crafter; heritage/provenance of products
etc.);

ÿ

an arts and craft community website, private gallery website or regional portal
offering access to a range of sites related to crafts producers and the industry in a
specific region;

Presenting and selling via the Internet is one of the most cost effective methods. The cost of
establishing one’s own site is relatively quickly recouped over the medium-long term and
provides a professional, easily accessible medium for buyers worldwide. It also cuts down on
shipping and return costs by enabling potential buyers to view products on-line before
purchase. Producers are advised to clearly establish and communicate purchasing procedures,
pricing (including discounts, shipping, taxes), returns policy and other issues via their website.
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4.2.4

Corporate Giftware

Many business people that need to send holiday or other gifts to their clients at the same
time often turn to corporate buying sources for help. Corporate Gift Specialists are located in
department stores, specialty shops and boutiques, jewelry stores, museum shops and even
independent contractors and major incentives firms provide this service. In these cases, the
buyer will ask the corporate gift specialist questions about what quantities can be purchased,
custom packaging and corporate logos etc.
Corporate gift buying now encompasses year-round events, such as gifts for sales awards,
benefit luncheons, holidays, trade shows and other corporate events. The market demands
high quality, regardless of price, and corporately correct.

4.3

REPRESENTATIVES AND WHOLESALERS

The channel of distribution for most craft manufacturers is "direct sales", either through
retail trade shows or through personal visits to key accounts. Many, however, do utilize
additional retail and wholesale channels as well as representatives, especially production crafts
people. Craft manufacturers may use a crafts sales representative who specializes in
handmade products or either of the wholesale channels below.
4.3.1

Design Centers

Design centers are located in most first and second tier cities in the U.S. and physically
contain showrooms managed by wholesalers of a variety of fine crafts products from
furniture, to home décor, to glass. These centers are open only to retailers and interior
designers searching for unique or new product lines. The Atlanta Decorative Arts Center
(ADAC) is a prime example. Only high-end, uniquely designed products do well through this
channel.
4.3.2

Gift & Merchandise Marts

Gift Marts are also located in most major U.S. cities and offer permanent and temporary
showroom space as well as wholesale gift shows 2-4 times per year, typically in January and
July. Manufacturers who can afford to maintain a permanent showroom usually sell their own
products to retailers. However, other sales rep companies may carry up to 20 different
vendors and product lines while charging a 15-20% commission per sale. Manufacturers have
the option of renting temporary space during the shows. The Canadian federal and
provincial government has rented booth space during these shows where costs were shared by
individual Canadian manufacturers in exchange for a portion of the space. These efforts are
successful when participants prepare beforehand by engaging in promotional activities and
establishing pre-arranged, targeted meetings with representatives and retail buyers. Frequent
visits to the shows are necessary to demonstrate to buyers that you are serious. Often, a trade
association will plan its trade show during the same date, time and in the same city as a gift
mart show. This recently occurred in Atlanta when the American Craft Council hosted its
prestigious show at the Georgia Dome during the same dates that the Atlanta Merchandise
and Gift Mart held its spring show. This can generally benefit both buyers and vendors as
evidenced by increased sales across the board. A useful website listing gift marts nation-wide
is: http://gbexchange.net/gift_marts.shtml
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4.3.3

Sales Representatives

A good sales representative will have a proven track record of selling products to buyers and
will only carry as many lines as they can sell. Establishing clear roles and responsibilities in
the form of a contract is critical. Regular communication is also important. This may
include update emails on new products, successes, and client referrals, among others. Many
sales representatives will require the manufacturer to pay for product samples, shipping,
marketing materials, space rental and travel costs plus a 10-20% commission on products
sold. Or, they require a monthly retainer to cover these costs, plus commission. Finally,
representatives will only take on products from which they feel they can earn a profit. High
price, margin and quality products together with a strong market demand is preferable.
Lower price and low margin products are preferable if demand for volume exists.
Cape Breton craft producers should choose sales reps carefully, as buyers from smaller
independent and specialty shops and galleries tend to prefer working directly with artisans.
Overly ambitious, or poorly informed sales reps can have a negative effect.

4.4

TRADE SHOWS

Trade shows are one of the most popular retail and wholesale sales channels for craft
producers. Repeated attendance at targeted shows will yield strong returns. Craft shows are
typically divided into the following categories:
ÿ

Giftware (with a craft section)

ÿ

General crafts

ÿ

Product-specific

ÿ

Regional shows

Fine and production crafts are sold in retail crafts shows (directly to the public) and at
national wholesale shows to galleries and other retailers. In addition, most wholesale gift
shows feature a craft section, to varying degrees. Sometimes these sections are juried for
quality and content, which often implies that the craft market at that particular gift show is a
thriving and serious one.
Many opportunities exist for Cape Breton craftspersons to enter the U.S. market via
exhibiting at trade shows. Retail and wholesale shows produced by the American Crafts
Council (ACC) and The Rosen Group are the most prestigious. However, the ACC limits
exhibitors to Americans only. The “Buyers Markets of American Crafts” (The Rosen Group)
or “Rosen Shows” are wholesale shows taking place twice a year in Philadelphia and follow
selection criteria covering all major arts and craft categories and including good design,
exceptional quality and ability to service orders timely and professionally.
However, a Cape Breton producer must consider the pros and cons of participating in either
retail or wholesale shows or both. Selling wholesale requires sales terms that the producer
may not be able to or want to support. Selling at retail shows direct to the consumer is easier
since payments and orders are made on the spot. However, Canadians face sales and customs
tax issues that must be addressed by establishing a payments system beforehand. Often, it is
simpler to engage an established sales representative to make sales at the show and
afterwards.
When considering a regional gift show, it is important to find out if crafts are emphasized
and promoted in that particular market and approximately what percentage of show
attendees is from galleries and other stores that carry high-end crafts. If crafts are of good
quality, but not expensive, they may fit well in most gift markets catering to a broad spectrum
of the retail market.
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Participating in a trade fair specializing in a product category is often the best way of
marketing products in a target region. Most of the American giftware fairs are held in
January and February in anticipation of the spring and summer buying seasons, and in July
and August, looking ahead to the fall and fourth quarter, with the holiday period extending
from Halloween to New Year's.

4.5

U.S. BUYERS AND PURCHASING DECISIONS

According to a study completed by “The Craft Report”, three factors influence the buyer's
decision to purchase craft: satisfying customer demand, meeting product and sales goals, and
fulfilling the individual buyer's personal preference. Sales tactics, such as promotional
materials, specialized packaging, and display techniques, are less influential in swaying the
buyer to place an order. In addition, the relationship with the artisan is a crucial factor in
establishing a buying preference and in continuing to purchase craft from that artisan. Buyers
are primarily interested in the personal appeal of craft and secondarily, in the craft fulfilling a
business need. If the first criterion is not met, then the second would not be met either.
U.S. buyers typically prefer U.S.-made crafts since they tend to be more profitable than
international craft. However, there is a growing trend to purchase international craft because
of lower prices and the potential for higher profits. Regardless of the type, buyers favor both
traditional and contemporary hand made crafts. Some buyers feel craft should reflect the
"folk" characteristics of the producing culture. Therefore, Cape Breton producers may want
to consider product designs that reflect the history and culture of the island.
Buyers have a mix of craft media in their businesses. However, wood is the most prevalent
with others such as clay, decorative fiber, metal and glass. Jewelry is purchased by buyers
more frequently than any other craft product category. As in Cape Breton, tourists traveling
in the U.S. are an important source of craft purchases. Customers spend an average of $50 on
the purchase of a gift or decorative item.
Three types of ordering patterns characterize buyers. They are spontaneous, calculated, and
postponed. Spontaneous buyers make decisions on the spot at market. Calculated decision
makers are self-disciplined, knowledgeable of budget restraints and craft needs. These buyers
tend to evolve as they progress through the market, becoming more calculating as they
experience the market. Postponed ordering occurs when buyers need to confirm that their
decisions are accurate. Postponing ordering until buyers return to their businesses allows for
reflection on needs and self-evaluation of other market orders that they did place.
The past performance of vendors seems to be the most important criteria in selection of
vendors. Overall, buyers are more concerned with the vendor's dependability in timely
delivery of craft and in delivering the quality of craft seen at market. Other modes of indirect
communication, such as product offerings, promotions, and credit terms are less important in
the selection of vendor. Few buyers are willing to risk delayed delivery more than once with a
vendor.

4.6

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Competition stems from the following sources:
ÿ

Asian producers, where more and more work is being jobbed out;

ÿ

Local producers with established contacts and recognizable products;

ÿ

American producers who are generally favored by American buyers because of the
perceived higher quality and an interest in supporting the local craft industry;

ÿ

Other international producers trying to enter the same U.S. markets; and

ÿ

American producers of similarly designed products.
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Cape Breton exporters to the U.S. market must make their products known through their
comparative advantages over European, Asian and local competition. High quality, unique
objects and designs are not necessarily as price sensitive as low-medium quality multiples that
could easily be reproduced in Asia and sold in the U.S. market. Cape Breton fine and
production crafts producers must study their competition and their price points to gain a
better understanding of the prospects for sales in the U.S. Local craftsmen are also vying for
the same market so good quality, unique designs (perhaps a distinctly “Cape Breton” brand or
variety of unique designs) and reasonable price points, given the target consumer, become
even more important.

4.7

PRODUCT DIRECTIONS IN ARTS & CRAFTS

U.S. consumers are looking for good quality, aesthetically pleasing and functional products
for the home as well as for gifts. Arts and crafts stores may specialize, say, in fine jewelry and
others may carry products covering a range of categories from ceramics to glass to jewelry.
This latter trend is increasingly important as the specialized and independent retailers seek to
differentiate themselves yet appeal to a broad market in order to stay in business.
Based on the product mix identified from surveys completed by Cape Breton producers and
advertised on the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design website, the table below
generally matches Cape Breton product lines with those in demand in the U.S.
Matching Cape Breton Medium/Product Lines with U.S. Market Segments/Channels
Cape Breton

U.S. Market Demand

Initial Matches

fine foods in gift baskets

American Craft
Council Show:
Product
Classifications
Ceramics (functional,
sculptural)
Fashion Wearable

Clay (dishes, platters,
cups etc.)
Glass (decorative items,
glasses etc.)
Jewelry
Wood (woodworkers;
decorative items, games)
Leather (bags, pillows,
change purses, belts etc.)
Textile (Quilters;
weavers; tapestry
weaving, woolen throws,
rug hookers)
Visual Arts (painting,
tapestry weaving etc.)
Mixed Media
Basketry

glass

traditional craft items
original items for gardens

Fiber Decorative
Glass

Original Toys
Jewelry

party items

Jewelry

household articles

Leather

Ceramics (clay dishes, platters
etc.)
Leather

plates

Metal

Household Articles

coffee table books
jewelry
calendars
Christmas decorations
Figurines
original toys
room scent product lines
Potpourris
Dolls
hand-crafted clothing

Mixed Media
Wood

Others to be determined

Glass
Traditional Craft Items

The table is simply meant to provide a quick snap-shot of the export opportunities by
product and category. Quality levels vary when comparing what is in demand and what is
actually being exhibited at juried, higher-end shows such as the ACC. The Cape Breton list
of products could certainly change upon further feedback and analysis of current and future
Cape Breton crafts producers and their products.
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4.8

ALTERNATIVE SALES METHODS AND ACTIVITIES

In addition to traditional sales methods listed above and in an effort to remain competitive,
Cape Breton crafts producers and the CBCCD may wish to consider the following alternative
approaches towards increasing sales to the U.S. market:
Commissions. Where one of a kind pieces are requested by and sold directly to the
consumer. Typically, the client approves the design or retailer asks for some product changes
for multiples (agrees to buy 20 items that differ in color, design, size etc.);
Licensing: Cape Breton crafter selling its designs to a U.S. product manufacturer (rugs,
textiles, tableware etc.) interested in reproducing these products using distinctly Cape Breton
designs. Or, Cape Breton artisans producing multiples for U.S. designers given relatively
lower costs of production in Cape Breton. In this case a Cape Breton artisan would need an
established workshop to produce multiples;
Touring Exhibitions: Either an individual or group of artisan crafts producers may decide
to exhibit at select galleries, longer-term international fairs and alternative space for a predefined period of time. While more expensive, touring exhibitions provide a longer exposure
period in several markets rather than in one single location. A distinctly Cape Breton touring
exhibition could work well in venues with a history of historical and cultural exhibits (for
example, the Smithsonian Institution);
Gallery/Arts Center/University exchanges: Most arts and craft galleries and arts centers
engage in exhibition exchanges. For example, an individual or group of Cape Breton artisan
crafts producers who are members of a Cape Breton gallery may exhibit their products for
one month at a gallery in the U.S. In return, their U.S. counterparts would exhibit at the
Cape Breton gallery. This is a less expensive way of gaining longer-term exposure, but both
galleries must be committed to sales support;
Sister Cities (www.sister-cities.org): Sister Cities International, based in Washington,
D.C., promotes the establishment of sister city relationships worldwide through cultural,
educational, arts and business ties. In the medium-longer term, it could be very beneficial for
Cape Breton Island if Sydney sought sister city relationships with key U.S. cities. These may
include a U.S. city with established Cape Breton relations in the above areas. Another
category may include cities that are culturally and historically similar to Sydney/Cape Breton
but with enough significant differences so that both cities and their populations benefit from
the opportunities. Finally, cities with a Scots/Irish cultural heritage such as Savannah,
Georgia or those in the Appalachian and Northeastern region of the U.S. could be
considered;
International artist/crafter support group: Some cities in the U.S., such as
Washington, D.C., have international artist/high-end crafts support groups comprised of
artisans and agents who are selling internationally. Artisans and crafts producers with little
time to market their products find this to be a useful mechanism to show work
internationally without having to go it alone;
Cape Breton Crafts producers Catalogue: As part of an overall sector strategy
consideration could be given to developing a quality control system, select out the best crafts
producers and their best examples of work based on size, medium, price, color and potential
market demands to include in a Cape Breton printed catalogue. In addition to a revised
website, the printed catalogue could be distributed to retail and wholesale channels listed
above on a regular basis; and
Television: In the U.S., Home & Garden TV (HGTV) frequently features high-end crafts
producers and their products. Artisans may wish to approach H&G but first should review
their website for a good overview of their shows and policies. PBS recently aired a show in
the U.S. on Cape Breton musicians. Eventually it may be appropriate to consider a follow-on
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show focusing on artisans and crafts producers. HGTV will link featured artisans and the
CBCCD website to the HGTV site for added exposure. While sales are not automatic,
discussions with U.S. featured artisans revealed that the number of hits on their website
increased (e.g. hit 100 during the day immediately following the show) offering further
exposure.

4.9

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Successful exporting requires a commitment in time, resources and finance as well as a
marketable product. Those who are prepared in advance find success. This initial market
overview is designed to provide the Cape Breton arts and crafts community a range of U.S.
market entry methods and activities to consider. Since this is a competitive business, Cape
Breton crafts producers should take the time to adequately prepare and then commit to the
market before expecting sales.
In an effort to launch an export initiative, consideration should be given the following steps
and export activities once a critical mass of export-ready artisan crafts producers have been
selected:
ÿ

Offer export education to both existing crafts producers and new entrants;

ÿ

Develop a Cape Breton brand that will distinctly position the island and its crafts
producers to compete more effectively in this highly competitive market;

ÿ

Develop a crafts producer’s brochure featuring the best manufacturers and their
products. The brochure could be distributed at shows, international fairs and other
venues. All crafts producers, however, should be given the opportunity to have an online presence;

ÿ

Consider supporting Cape Breton crafts producers at both product category-specific
and horizontal craft industry trade shows such as the “Buyers Markets of American
Crafts” in Philadelphia and the Atlanta International Gift & Home Furnishings
Market at the Atlanta Gift Mart shows in January and July. Support could include
renting temporary space, or a pavilion, at the show under the “Cape Breton” name,
enabling individual vendors to save on booth rental since they share the cost of the
space;

ÿ

Explore the costs and benefits of establishing a permanent Cape Breton space at one
of the gift marts, such as the one in Atlanta. Individual crafts producers whose
products are determined to be the most marketable in the Southeastern region
(home decorative items) would be selected. In addition, commitment from the
crafter to support the sales and marketing effort should be required. Staffing the
permanent space with one representative year round should be considered. A
minimum commitment of 3 years is necessary to allow buyers to get to know the
artisans and their products in order to make sustainable sales. Other international
groups have attempted this strategy, but typically drop out after 6 months to a year
due to unrealistic sales expectations;

ÿ

Lead a Cape Breton craft trade mission to a U.S. target city. The trade mission
could be comprised of 5-40 craft persons representing a range of mediums, or, a
single medium. The mission would include pre-arranged, targeted, one-on-one
meetings with potential U.S. sales representatives, retailers and, if appropriate,
wholesalers. Pre and Post mission follow-up services to increase the possibilities of
sales should be pursued;

ÿ

Lead a combination trade show and mission delegation. This activity includes
exhibiting at a trade show and offering additional, private meetings with potential
buyers either on-site at the show, or, at the buyer’s office;
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ÿ

Offer financial incentives and/or facilitation services to assist artisans to pool
resources and form consortiums for both buying and sales activities;

ÿ

Support gallery or educational exchanges with established entities in the U.S.; and

ÿ

Consider “Alternative” sales methods and activities listed in the previous section.
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5

STRATEGY
5.1

PREAMBLE

F

ramework For Progress is the product of collective effort, extensive discussion and
broadly based consultation under the direction of a dedicated Steering Committee
comprising individual producers, directors and staff, Cape Breton Centre for Craft
and Design, municipal economic development and recreational officers, regional
development authorities, and craft associations. The plan is dynamic and intended as a
framework to guide implementers in decisions required to manage myriad challenges of the
rapidly evolving craft industry; to enrich and broaden the structures, programmes and services
necessary to capitalize on the opportunities ahead; and the educational and training needs of
industry stakeholders; and to better position the Cape Breton Craft Sector to progress within
the context of a changing local economy.
Cape Breton’s craft sector has made encouraging headway in the recent past. Across the
Island talented and dedicated artisans and craftspersons are employing their considerable
capabilities to the satisfaction of discriminating buyers across the nation and beyond. The
craft sector has been and continues to demonstrate its legitimate and consequential role in
enriching the Cape Breton community. More particularly, the sector is illustrating that it is a
force in:
Rural Development – craft ventures are not constrained by location, infrastructure or
access to services to the same degree that conventional business often is. Quality, marketable
product can be made virtually anywhere across Cape Breton. In fact, production studios and
workshops are most often found in sparsely populated parts of the Island and, therefore, tend
to be important elements of rural economies. Moreover, the benefit of public investment in
micro-enterprises engaged in craft production often outweighs the cost to taxpayers by a
considerable margin.
Tourism: Culture and heritage are pillars of Canadian tourism. Visitors travel to areas of
Canada, like Nova Scotia, to experience a unique, rich lifestyle, to savor proud traditions and
be part of creative expression. Crafts are a prominent sub-set of the cultural industry.
Therefore, the link between crafts and tourism is both obvious and long standing (Appendix
D). Crafts complement and embellish Cape Breton’s tourism product. They add variety,
enrich appeal, facilitate improved product yield and help inflate visitor expenditures. The
economic impact of crafts within the burgeoning tourism industry goes beyond aggregate
direct sales/revenue, which in the case of the Cape Breton sector, is about $7 million.
Export: Several countries have developed markets in fine crafts such as crystal from Ireland,
or Faberge eggs from France. These products along with countless others are now part of a
multi-billion dollar international market. Canada has an image abroad that is clearly
conducive to the development and marketing of specialty crafts and giftware. The success
realized by the Inuit in marketing unique carvings is but one example of Canada’s potential.
Quality craft from all regions of the country can be sold into expanding international markets
based on Canada’s international appeal and in the process generate important new income
and economic impact.

5.2

VARIED AND COMPLEX CHALLENGES

Despite exciting economic potential, compelling initiatives such as the Isle Quilt Market,
expanding participation in wholesale export shows such as Atlantic Crafts Trade Show, and
direct contribution to tourism industry development, Cape Breton’s craft sector finds itself
on unsteady footing. The current operational structure consists of a provincial craft council
working in tandem with the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design and complemented by
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several local craft guilds and associations. Largely dependent on volunteer input, lacking core
resources, frustrated by the compliance criteria of government programs, and impeded by a
lack of collaborative effort among key partners, the sector faces several important challenges.
As indicated by Figure 4, below, challenges fall within key categories:
Capacity – refers to the overall preparedness of the sector to respond to the opportunities
ahead. While the sector has been making encouraging headway of late, resources must be
found to address a range of key issues including product development, overall skills, market
intelligence, training and educational capabilities and collaboration.
Entrepreneurial - to grow the sector requires, among other things, more new entrants,
diversified business models that include more than simply production to retail sales,
expanded access to capital and new technologies.
Policy – over the years, public policy has become decidedly more specific and structured as
regards crafts and small business development in general. Eligibility criteria are demanding,
accountability and outcomes measure holds greater sway, the rigor of program compliance
principles is challenging and emphasis on sustainability has narrowed funding options. Craft
producers have struggled to adjust to this new environment.
Leadership – Over the course of the past three decades the Cape Breton Center for Craft
and Design has assumed an obvious leadership role within the lsland’s craft sector. The centre
is the principle portal used by government agencies and departments to deliver programs and
services in areas such as training, professional skill enhancement, marketing and promotion.
The sector looks to the centre to play an advocacy role, showcase and promote crafts,
develop and coordinate various initiatives and generally keep the interest of individual
producers to the forefront.

Figure 4

Challenges

Capacity
Limited R&D
Incomplete skill sets
Output limitations
Limited market
intelligence
• Resource availability
• Training &
educational access
• Limited collaboration
•
•
•
•

Policy
Entrepreneurial
• Too few start-ups
• Conventional
business model
• Low profile
• Capital limitations
• Technology issues

• Redirection public
sector support
• Focused programs
• Sustainability issues
• Non-priority ranking

Leadership
• Absence of go forward plan
• Need core funding for sector
management & support
• Divergent expectations
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5.3

CAPE BRETON CENTRE FOR CRAFT AND DESIGN

Of particular relevancy to a Cape Breton craft sector strategy is that the Cape Breton Centre
for Craft and Design is at a crossroads (Appendix B). In fact, there is concern that the centre
which is struggling with serious fiscal issues may not be able to continue operating much
longer. There are many who believe that the diminishment or closure of the centre would
leave a leadership void in the craft sector and potentially comprise a go forward strategy.
5.3.1

Fiscal Impediments

Like other industry and sector collectives, the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design has
been unsuccessful in making a case for core funding. In recent years, the Centre’s principal
benefactor has been the Province of Nova Scotia which provides approximately one-third of
the yearly operating budget. Expectations within the province are that the balance of
requisite revenue be generated internally from activities such as course tuition, rentals,
commissions and exhibitions, special initiatives and membership. Typically such initiatives
produce an additional one-third of required revenue. In recent years, the shortfall has been
addressed with funds from a long-standing reserve account. Not surprisingly, this option is
now exhausted. The Centre has made application to the province for an increase in annual
funding equal to approximately 70% of the yearly operating budget. As of writing, the
province had not make a determination on the application.
5.3.2

Program Delivery Criteria

Existing government programs for the craft sector make little or no provision for incremental
cost of delivery when undertaken by organizations such as the Cape Breton Centre for Craft
and Design. For example, both the provincial and federal governments are prepared to
support initiatives to enhance the export readiness of craft producers. However, program
delivery criteria are such that the centre or similar organizations are expected to make
application or submit proposals for groups of producers, coordinate service delivery and
report on outcomes. Unfortunately, activities of this nature are expected to be
accommodated within existing operational structures with no obvious allowance made for the
time and effort expended on the initiative by the coordinating body.

5.4

COLLABORATIVE DELIVERY MODEL ESSENTIAL

There is an opportunity to further develop the craft sector as a more significant engine of
growth for the economy, particularly rural development, as well as a compelling source of
cultural expression and individual creativity providing broad tourism appeal and wealth
generation through export sales. However, the nature of the sector means that it will take
public investment, careful planning and leadership to make it happen The strategy detailed
below is intended as a framework for growth within a collaborative model.

5.5

STRATEGY STRUCTURE

The plan is organized around several key components. It advances a fundamental definition
of crafts, enunciates the vision statement that will be the common focus of the sector,
articulates a long-term aim, considers core values and key principles that are the foundation
of the strategy, delineates objectives and details four directions central to the strategy along
with specific steps to be considered in the realization of each.
5.5.1

Definition:

Of importance to the Framework For Progress is a shared understanding of how the craft
sector is defined. As CCF emphasizes, one of the impediments to more robust development
of the sector has been the difficulty in setting out a common definition. There continue to be
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heated debates centred on economic and creative issues. When the sector is narrowly
defined its economic impact tends to be
understated. As broader definitions are employed
Definition: Individuals,
there is concern expressed about the depreciation of
groups and/or enterprises
the importance of essential artistic and creative
engaged in creative design,
values.
presentation, production and
For purposes of this strategic plan the Cape Breton
sale of unique or multi-copy
craft sector is defined as:
products while employing
hand, tool and/or machine
techniques in the
5.5.2
Vision
transformation of wood,
The vision and long-term aim for the Cape Breton
leather, textiles, metals,
craft sector is straightforward. Stakeholders want to
silicates or any other material
see a robust and secure sector capable of developing
for utilitarian, decorative or
and evolving over time as circumstances allow. The
expressive function.
role of crafts as part of Cape Breton’s culture is
integral and immutable. Its linkages to tourism and potential for economic advancement are
obvious. It is in partnership with government, educators, economic developers, first nations,
the tourism and cultural industries and other key participants that this objective will be
continuously reinforced.
The vision that underpins Framework For
Progress is:
5.5.3

Aim

The long-term aim of Framework for Progress is:

Vision: A dynamic and
innovative craft sector
recognized for excellence and
viewed as a vital part of the
social, economic and cultural
fabric enhancing Cape
Breton’s and Nova Scotia’s
well being.

To enrich the creative, commercial and financial
performance of the craft sector in Cape Breton, thereby
expanding numbers of producers, range and quality of
products and markets and increasing its value to approximately $15 million in the next five years while
elevating its impact on tourism and the community as a whole through the enhancement of Cape Breton’s
culture and heritage.
5.5.4

Core values

The core values that underpin this aim are:
ÿ

To develop, and improve the knowledge, understanding and practice of crafts;

ÿ

To provide an environment that optimizes the creative potential of the entire craft
sector;

ÿ

To increase the accessibility of crafts to the public;

ÿ

To support the development of policies, procedures, systems and programs that are
efficacious, cogent and in step with sector wide goals; and

ÿ

To advocate and promote continuous learning.
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5.5.5

Principles:

In implementing a Framework For Progress, core principles will be as follows:
Sustainability – Sustainable development is central to the strategy’s long-term aim.
Sustainability will be applied to key initiatives employed to strengthen the well being of the
sector and facilitate the success of those engaged in the production of crafts. Central to this
will be:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

A sector that is diverse, adaptable and resilient;
Producers with requisite skills and opportunities;
Networks with confidence, capabilities and vitality; and

ÿ

Use of available resources to the long-term benefit of the sector.

Inclusion – Central to the strategy is inclusion and the support and encouragement of
individuals, guilds, associations and various other craft collectives.
Partnership – The effectiveness of the strategy will be governed by the level of cooperative
effort and partnership between government, producers, first nations, the learning sector, local
authorities, voluntary groups, communities and the cultural and tourism industries.
Accountability – Effective communication is essential in ensuring broad awareness,
confidence, and joint commitment to the craft sector.
Value for Money – In working toward the achievement of strategic objectives, it is essential
to pursue best value for money possible from funds consistent with those objectives.
Responsibility – To ensure effective management of resources through strong governance
and systematic risk assessment.
5.5.6

Objectives

The fundamental
objectives of
Framework for
Progress are:

ÿ To profile and promote the products and work of Cape
Breton craftspersons to audiences within and outside the
region;
ÿ To foster creativity and innovation among Cape Breton
craftspersons and to provide an environment conducive to
skill enhancement, refinement and commercial success;
ÿ To encourage and facilitate new entrants to the craft sector;
ÿ To create opportunities for audiences throughout Canada
and internationally to view and experience quality Cape
Breton crafts; and
ÿ To build and foster networks and collaborative processes for
the advancement of Cape Breton crafts.
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5.6

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

Strategic planning is about making informed choices. Framework for Progress embodies a
planning process that, among other things, gave consideration to best practices in the
development of crafts, sector and market trends, training and development programmes, the
Canadian and Cape Breton sector context, emerging directions, and public policy initiatives.
Framework For Progress has four principle directions.
5.6.1

Strategic Direction ONE – Enterprise Development

Craftspersons-in the widest and most inclusive sense of creative practitioners – are key to the
successful execution of Framework For Progress. It is essential that the strategy support
them in the evolution of their micro-enterprises and help to shape an environment conducive
to attracting new talent and, therefore, the expansion of overall productive capacity.
5.6.1.1

Goal

To strengthen and grow the entrepreneurial/business capacity of commercial craft producers and facilitate
enterprise start-ups involving new entrants to the sector.
5.6.1.2

a)

Principles

Out of necessity enterprise development involves a broad segment of the business and
economic development community and is initiated through a consultative process;

b) Enterprise development is based on systematic, on-going research and analysis of
industry/sector trends;
c)

Success of enterprise development initiatives necessitates the allocation of appropriate
human and financial resources; and

d) Innovation is fundamental to success in enterprise development.
5.6.1.3

a)

Tasks

Within Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC), Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency (ACOA), Enterprise Cape Breton Corporation (ECBC), Cape
Breton Growth Fund (CBGF) and NS Tourism and Culture programs work with key
institutions of advanced learning to develop and promote a series of enterprise skill
enhancement initiatives focused on key areas such as planning, management, production
techniques, and enhanced communication;

b) Prepare a long-term, capacity development plan that aggressively promotes crafts as a
career option, highlights opportunities for new enterprise development in Cape Breton
and supports self-employment in crafts;
c)

Encourage new direct investment in the craft sector among out-of-province craftspersons
and other targeted investors;

d) Working within ACOA, ECBC, CBGF and NS Tourism and Culture programs, promote
enterprise expansion within the craft sector and facilitate access to professional resources
among craft entrepreneurs;
e)

Develop a summer student employment program to profile crafts as a career option,
enhance production and export sales within the tourism sector;

f)

Building on past successes, engage HRDC, ECBC and NS Department of Tourism and
Culture in the operation of a skills apprenticeship program;

g)

Utilize existing internship programs such as the Export Internship for Trade Graduates;
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h) Continue past efforts to have artists visit the public school system;
i)

Set annual new entrant and start-up targets; and

j)

With the help of ECBC and HRDC set sector benchmark data to be regularly employed
in ascertaining increases in sector sales/revenue and enterprise growth.

5.6.2

Strategic Direction TWO – Export Sales

As earlier indicated, international market for crafts and giftware is growing and with it
interest among Canadian crafts producers in capitalizing on this appealing opportunity. A
compelling forcus for local producers is the U.S. market which is valued at an estimated $25
billion. Not surprisingly, considerable effort is being expended by federal and provincial
development agencies and departments to build individual producer readiness for export
through the provision of targeted programming and incentives. Steadily, Cape Breton
producers have been responding to this call to action as evidenced by those attending
wholesale trade shows like the Atlantic Crafts Trade Show within and outside the region.
While wholesale sales represent one channel for potential growth in exports, the tourism
industry is another. There are more than 1 million person trips to Cape Breton yearly, the
majority of which are visits of one or more nights. Almost half non-resident overnight visitors
are from the U.S. In aggregate, visitors to Cape Breton spent almost a quarter billion dollars
in 2002. Of this amount, it is estimated that upwards of $15 million was spent on crafts and
giftware on Island. Clearly, this is an additional export market of opportunity for Cape
Breton craft producers.
5.6.2.1

Goal

Increase export sales by expanding numbers of producers exploiting market opportunities and realize a
better balance between conventional retail and export sales among producers.
5.6.2.2

a)

Principles –

Realization of this goal will require significant communications and promotional
effort aimed at building awareness, developing requisite skills and generating better
understanding of export market dynamics;

b) Export market development is based on systematic, on-going research and analysis of
trends;
c)

Success of export market initiatives necessitates the allocation of appropriate
resources;

d) Awareness and training are fundamental to progress in export market development;
and
e)
5.6.2.3

a)

Incentives will be necessary to help prospective exporters to overcome barriers to
market entry.
Tasks

Employ HRDC, ACOA, ECBC, CBGF and NS Tourism and Culture programs to
develop necessary export market skill sets;

b) Compile and distribute export market ‘how-to’ literature available from the
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, www.infroexport.gc.ca, The
Crafts Report, www.craftsreport.com, and Cultural and Human Resources Council
www.culturalhrc.ca;
c)

Develop promotional literature specific to craft exporters;
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d) Lead an export trade mission to a U.S. target city;
e)

Support gallery and educational exchanges with established entities in the US;

f)

Consider establishing permanent Cape Breton space at one of the more significant
crafts marts in the U.S.;

g)

Open lines of communication with professionals experienced in training, product
development, and export sales, particularly in the U.S.;

h) Develop the Nova Scotia Craft Buyers Guide into a more appealing, user-friendly
publication;
i)

Promote Cape Breton crafts in the Doers and Dreamers Guide;

j)

Consider a craft sector presence in the proposed gateway welcome centre as part of
the tourism road map;

k) Develop an awards system promoting craftsperson as stars;
l)

Support cross promotion initiatives with the Cape Breton Tourism Industry such as
displays and exhibits within major accommodation units;

m) Develop companion literature (Artists Trail) to the Doers and Dreamers Guide
focused on Cape Breton crafts and touring;
n) Formalize links with Cape Breton’s tourism industry within the framework of the
Cape Breton Tourism Road Map;
o) Expand the e-commerce sales channel for Cape Breton crafts by broadening,
enhancing and promoting www.capebretoncraft.com and establishing links to a new
Cape Breton tourism WWW portal to be developed as part of the Road Map; and
p) Develop a proprietary visual, emotional, rational and cultural image that is associated
with Cape Breton crafts and complementary of Brand Nova Scotia.
5.6.3

Strategic Direction THREE – Centres of Excellence

In a relatively short period of time, the Isle Quit Market has evolved to become a compelling
example of collective action, adroit planning and commercial savvy to not only develop the
Cape Breton craft sector but also capitalize on the natural linkages with tourism and illustrate
the potential of specialization and excellence in the delivery of high end product. The
market is steadily building a network of skilled artisans on and off Cape Breton, capturing
export market share, demonstrating the advantages of e-commerce and cultivating brand. It
is anticipated that in the near term a physical Centre of Excellence in Quilts will be
operational in Port Hawkesbury and exploit strong images and distinctive traditions of Cape
Breton culture.
Employing the Isle Quilt Market as a best practices model, other unique cultural, heritage,
and regional themed products for which there is demand, particularly in export markets,
should be developed with a view to eventually realizing Centres of Excellence, both virtual
and physical in nature.
5.6.3.1

Goal

To develop specialized skills within a centre of excellence model embodying the best features of the Isle
Quilt Market and focused on authentic products that accentuate strong images and distinctive traditions
of Cape Breton culture as well as respond to market demand.
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5.6.3.2

a)

Principles

Centres of Excellence will enhance Cape Breton’s craft sector, optimize its tourism
appeal and build recognition;

b) Partnership and a shared vision will be key to the realization of this goal;
c)

Success necessitates the allocation of appropriate human and financial resources; and

d) Innovation is fundamental to success.
5.6.3.3

a)

Tasks

Document best practices features of the Isle Quilt Market;

b) Identify a product opportunity based on a review of export market opportunities:
i.e., ceramics and pottery and hooked pieces;
c)

Build a project implementation team employing best practices;

d) Select a geographic area based on comparative analysis and likelihood of success;
e)
5.6.4

Develop a project implementation plan and secure requisite resources.
Strategic Direction FOUR – Professional Development

The typical craft development process comprises several integrated steps. Among the more
obvious are design and product development. Linkages between design and eventual product
success and the growth and vitality of an enterprise are well known.
Sector benchmark data tell us that there is sameness to much of Cape Breton’s craft product.
As well, local crafts do not match market demand to the degree necessary to achieve
enhanced success, particularly in the case of export opportunities. Further, benchmark data
also indicate that the vast majority of Cape Breton craft producers do not enjoy a level of
formal training, particularly in fine arts design and product development, appropriate to the
challenges faced in the current marketplace.
5.6.4.1

Goal

To enhance design skills among Cape Breton craftspersons and artisans appropriate to the development of
product that is reflective of the area’s heritage and cultural influences, appropriate to market demand,
contributes to productivity improvements and to the effective use of resources available to individual
producers and enterprises.
5.6.4.2

a)

Principles

Strong design is fundamental to the evolution of Cape Breton’s craft industry;

b) Design and product development enhancements are best realized through a
consultative process with producers;
c)

Partnership and a shared vision will be key to the realization of this goal;

d) Success necessitates the allocation of appropriate human and financial resources; and
e)
5.6.4.3

a)

Innovation is fundamental to success.
Tasks

Develop a design bank comprising strong visual elements to inspire creativity, also
research trends in design in various media;

b) Formalize a working relationship with the Nova Scotia College of Arts and Design to
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elevate design skills through a series of structured programmed initiatives;
c)

In cooperation with the Nova Scotia Community College consider establishment of
a chair in fine art design or an equivalent;

d) Develop an awards program to recognize design and product development
accomplishments; and
e)

Develop a mentorship program focused on design and product development.
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6 IMPLEMENTATION
6.1

THE SETTING

T

he Cape Breton craft sector faces varied and complex challenges which, if not
addressed with dispatch, could impede growth and more importantly depreciate key
foundations developed in recent years. Successful implementation of Framework For
Progress will require fundamental change to current approaches to the sector taken
by key partners. The nature of the sector requires collaborative effort and the planned
allocation of resources to allow the required relationships, networks and initiatives to form
and go forward.
There are a number of organizations of critical importance to crafts in Cape Breton including
in random order:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ

6.2

NS Department of
Tourism and Culture
University College of
Cape Breton
Human Resources
Development Canada
First Nations

ÿ

ÿ

ÿ

Enterprise Cape Breton
Corporation
Nova Scotia Community
College
Tourism Cape Breton

ÿ

Municipal Governments

ÿ

Nova Scotia Centre for
Craft and Design
Public School System

ÿ

Cape Breton Regional
Development Authorities

ÿ

ÿ

ÿ
ÿ

Cape Breton Growth
Fund Corporation
Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design
Nova Scotia Designer
Craft Council
Cape Breton Centre for
Craft and Design
Cape Breton Craft Guilds
and Associations

IMPORTANCE OF CB CENTRE FOR CRAFT AND DESIGN

As earlier noted, the Cape Breton Centre for Craft & Design has historically played a
prominent role in the evolution of the Island’s craft sector. The Centre is at a cross roads and
facing a fiscal challenge that threatens its continued operation. It would seem reasonable to
suggest that if the Centre’s future is not secured, potentially Framework For Progress could
be compromised.

6.3

COMMON PRINCIPLES

To allow the Cape Breton craft sector to seize the opportunities ahead and continue to
contribute to the cultural and economic advancement of Cape Breton as well as the
enhancement of proud and enduring communities that so obviously characterize the Island, a
new partnership is necessary. Out of necessity the alliance must agree on common principles
including:
ÿ

That collective action is essential to the growth of the Island’s craft sector;

ÿ

That the well being of Cape Breton’s tourism and cultural industries is influenced by
crafts and, therefore, the sector’s relevancy is apparent;

ÿ

That a common form will facilitate decision making on the growth of Cape Breton
crafts;

ÿ

That commitment is essential to the success of a common form; and

ÿ

That the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design has a vital role to play in shaping,
coordinating and sustaining initiatives and programmes appropriate to sector
development.
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6.4

CAPE BRETON CRAFT ROUNDTABLE

6.4.1

Concept

Recommended is the establishment of the Cape Breton Craft Roundtable, an entity
comprising partners as noted above and others as necessary. Working within the scope of
Framework For Progress, the roundtable would develop go forward initiatives appropriate to
the realization of the goals articulated in the plan and agreed on. The new alliance would
frame up a working relationship, develop procedures and establish time lines for inclusion in a
memorandum of understanding among the partners. Fundamentally, the roundtable would
be empowered to make recommendations to funding partners for action in the interests of
strengthening and growing the sector.
6.4.2

Governance

The roundtable would operate initially for a three year term and, as noted above, comprise
upwards of fifteen (15) representatives drawn each from the organizations, departments,
agencies and bodies judged to be of consequence to the advancement of the craft sector.
Ideally the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design would be the organization’s
headquarters. The roundtable would meet bi-monthly.
A chairperson would be elected from the membership at large and serve for an initial one year
term. The roundtable would operate on a semi-formal basis. Understandably, it would not
have powers to fashion public policy, commit public funds or allocate the resources of
participating members. Its fundamental role would be to draw on the expertise and goodwill
of its membership in recommending initiatives and undertakings judged to be appropriate to
the advancement of the craft sector within the scope of Framework For Progress. As well,
the roundtable would draw on the networks and knowledge of member organizations in
strategic decision-making and overall directional planning.
A first step in the operation of the roundtable would be the articulation of a understanding
between participating organizations as to the body’s vision, mission, philosophy, expectations
and procedures. A memorandum of this nature would be simplistic by design reflecting the
collaborative and informal character of the body.
Typically, decisions would be taken on a consensual rather than majority vote basis. Again,
this approach would reflect the general character of the entity.
6.4.3

Operating Issues

It is not envisioned that the roundtable incur direct operating expenses such as wages,
facilities rental and the like. Participating member organizations would be expected to
contribute the staff time of designated representatives to attend meetings and occasionally
special functions. Administrative, planning, implementation and reporting tasks would be
provided by a contract service provider.
6.4.4

Sector Strategy Budget

Framework For Progress embraces three strategic directions in response to the challenges
currently confronting the craft sector. As detailed in Addendum-A of this document, the
anticipated cost of implementation over an initial three-year period approximates $1.3
million. The preponderance of moneys required to drive the strategy will be sought within
existing programs as provided by the three levels of government, in particular the NS
Department of Tourism and Culture, Human Recourses Development Canada, Cape
Breton’s municipal government units, Enterprise Cape Breton Corporation and the Cape
Breton Growth Fund Corporation. The sector is anticipated to contribute cash and in-kind
services to the advancement of the strategy. A portion of aggregate anticipated expenditures
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may require special funding that would be sought from government partners.

6.4.5

Initial Steps

Understandably, key stakeholders will require some time to become familiar with the sector
strategy and the recommended approach to implementation. Therefore, communications will
be of essential importance to the transmission of key concepts and messages and the
enlistment of roundtable members. The overall sector strategy budget (Addendum-A) gives
consideration to this matter and recommends that the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and
Design be engaged to initially consult with stakeholders and take steps appropriate to
bringing the roundtable together.
6.4.6

Roundtable Secretariat

As earlier noted, the roundtable per se would not incur direct operating expenses.
Administrative and delivery functions would be contracted to a qualified service provider
operating in the capacity of secretariat. The Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design is
believed to be ideally suited to this role. The organization knows the sector intimately, has
designed and successfully implemented a number of programs of the type contemplated in
the sector strategy, has invaluable networks throughout the Island, is engaged in training and
capacity development and active in export market growth. Addendum-A budgets the sum of
$60,000 yearly for secretariat support. Of that amount, the Centre for Craft and Design
would contribute $10,000 in-kind to the roundtable in the form of facilities and services.
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7.1

APPENDIX A – BEST PRACTICES REVIEW

In shaping a strategy for the Cape Breton craft sector it was important to examine approaches and techniques adopted
in other jurisdictions and where appropriate on Cape Breton for longer-term industry development. The objective of
this brief review is to determine where there is commonality of effort and the extent to which successful practices have
application within a framework for the advancement of the overall Cape Breton sector. For purposes of this abridged
best practices assessment we consider strategies employed internationally, in some Canadian provinces and locally in
Cape Breton.
7.1.1

France

France is somewhat unique in the approach taken to crafts in that there is a high level of state intervention. The sector
is viewed as both an engine of economic growth as well as a key avenue for artistic expression and cultural
advancement. Both private and state operated ventures successfully co-exit in the country. Annually the national
government contributes nearly $100 million to a plethora of national, regional and local associations, studios, research
centres and export marketing initiatives. France has succeeded developing an internationally recognized brand
particularly in case of certain high-end products such as jewelry, silver, and leathers. Today, French artisans and
craftspersons export specialty product valued at upwards of $6 billion.
France’s craft strategy is focused on the exploitation of niche export markets through the on-going development of
creative talent, output capacity, marketing, design, promotion and profiling and integration with tourism. For example,
the French government directly subsidizes craft studios with a variety of programs in the pursuit of export markets.
Because of interventions of this nature French producers can be found regularly at major international wholesale
export shows such as Salon des métiers d’art de Montréal.
7.1.2

Italy

Italy is also a prominent player in several niches in the luxury craft market internationally. The country is a leader in
the production of items such as jewelry, glassware, textiles and leather. As well, Italy produces and successfully exports
an array of utilitarian crafts. State intervention in the craft sector is obvious in Italy although unlike France the
national government does not operate state enterprises. The national government supports consortia representing
studios and workshops with certain product classifications. Fundamentally, consortia representatives travel widely in
search of markets and sales.
In Italy there is close collaboration among workshops and studios with similar products. They make a practice of
sharing resources particularly in meeting market demand. Craft associations across the country receive significant
operational support yearly. Design is a priority concern of the entire sector and the Domus Institute of Milan plays a
lead role in working with studios across the country to develop new products and keep Italian crafts on the cutting
edge.
7.1.3

Ireland

In recent years, Ireland has become particularly strident in its approach to craft development. The national
government has empowered the country’s lead economic development body Enterprise Ireland to fund and work in
tandem with the Crafts Council of Ireland in the delivery of a range of programs. The Council acts on the craft
industry’s behalf to advise government and plays an active role in the promotion, marketing, design and training. A
series of programs specific to crafts have been put in place by the Council and include business development, skills
training, market development, client services and design training.
Business development includes capital financing, training, and mentoring. As well, the program involves support for
craft networks and fairs. The Crafts Council operates training courses focused on such disciplines as jewelry, and
pottery. Market development provides direct support for export development and product promotion. Irish
craftspersons can employ council resources to develop web sites, professional imaging and packaging as well as access
important sector and industry networks. The Council operates permanent exhibition space, spearheads a national
showcase annually and maintains an ambitious program designed to increase use of the Internet among craftspersons.
Major media in the case of the Irish craft sector are pottery, glass, jewelry ad textiles. The national government’s policy
on crafts embraces the principle that while enterprises are typically small they are economically significant. It is
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generally accepted that the craft sector’s cultural and social impact is as significant as its economic influence.
Moreover, the sectors broad geographic distribution across the nation makes it a valuable contributor to social
inclusion and the retention of viable rural communities.
7.1.4

Implications For Canada

Approaches to craft sector development in France, Italy and Ireland suggest that if Canada is to better realize the
sector’s economic and cultural potential public policy must be structured to better support and foster a greater
understanding of crafts. Moreover, Canada must make it easier for craft studios to get support, particularly for
marketing and distribution. As well, the Irish, French and Italian experience suggest that if the Canadian craft sector is
to grow greater effort must be directed at promoting craft by staging major regional and national events; research must
be undertaken to identify and profile target markets; facilitate greater collaboration among producers, empower the
Canadian Craft Federation along the lines of the Craft Council of Ireland and support prestige exhibits of Canadian
crafts internationally.
7.1.5

Canadian Provinces

Quebecois and Atlantic Canadians are a people steeped in tradition, connected to culture and heritage and particularly
cognizant of the value of communities. Within this context crafts have a natural fit. This is partly the reason why
Quebec and some Atlantic Canadian provinces are shaping ambitious public policy appropriate to more significant
development of the craft sector and allocating increased public resources to execute visionary go forward plans. To
develop a better understanding of specific strategies at play within Quebec, Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island
are profiled below.
7.1.5.1

Quebec

The Quebec government cultural policy adopted in 1992 gave the Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du Québec (CALQ)
the responsibility to design and implement a specific program to promote projects in visual arts, multidisciplinary arts,
multimedia, literature, performing arts, and variety crafts. CALQ provides grants to individual craftpersons as well as
others.
In 1997, Quebec developed a strategic development plan for the craft sector. The go forward plan focused on a series of
initiatives to enhance the sector including training, capital financing, market development, promotion and profile
building and opening export opportunities. Among other things the provincial strategy produced guides and
instructional materials for individual craftsperson on matters relating to production techniques, product design,
market development and technology. Today Quebec is focused on the thematic product development such as jewelry,
artistic furniture, glass, ceramics and precious metals, all centred on export market opportunities. The Craft Council
operates a gallery to profile craft products, as well as retail boutiques. In addition, the council sponsors three major
craft shows yearly along with continuous education programs and activities within the public school system.
As reported by CCF, the Counseil des métiers d’arts (CMAQ) continues to be a model for other craft councils
nationally. The council is particularly adept at fund raising and organizing. As well CMAQ is actively lobbying for
funding for the arts. It vigorously promotes crafts and produces quality publications for broad distribution in an effort
to reach new publics. In addition, CMAQ is active in several export projects and initiatives that showcase Quebec
artisans internationally, particularly in the USA.
7.1.5.2

Newfoundland & Labrador

With the closure of the ground fishery in the 1990s, Newfoundland struggled with unique social and economic
challenges. An entire way of life was threatened and developers within the province sought unique ways to preserve the
strong sense of community within the province, particularly in rural areas, while at the same time building a spirit of
entrepreneurism based on indigenous skills and know-how. Crafts emerged as an area of opportunity and the province
consciously set out to shape a bold strategy for growth.
Newfoundland and Labrador view the craft sector as a group of individuals and companies involved in the design,
production and/or marketing of products which display unique and distinctive characteristics of design, technique and
presentation. A key element of this paradigm is the fact that the producer maintains direct control over hand, tool and
machine operations in the production process.
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Education and training, product development and production, design, marketing, communications, business skills and
technology, retail and support services are the focus of the Newfoundland and Labrador strategy. Among other things,
the go forward plan recommends formation of a province wide craft education committee that would shape meaningful
programs and develop initiatives to facilitate new entrants to the sector. A number of product development initiatives
are among action items, including programs to foster output of additional authentic products along with those that are
regionally and environmentally themed. Creation of a design bank is advocated along with expanded financial support
for design at the individual producer level.
Branding and initiatives to build buyer recognition are a part of the strategy to further marketing and open new sales
opportunities. In addition, strengthened internal communications is advocated and specific initiatives defined for this
purpose. Ways are articulated to assist craftspersons to become conversant with appropriate business and production
technologies, including the Internet.
Promotion is of fundamental importance to the Craft Council of Newfoundland and Labrador as such it actively
exhibits product and expending considerable energy in support of direct retail sales within the provincial tourism
market. Like most Canadian provinces Newfoundland and Labrador is concentrating on export market development
as evidence by the success being experienced by the Labrador Craft Marketing project.
7.1.5.3

Prince Edward Island

Prince Edward Craft Council is working in tandem with the government of Prince Edward Island to create an
environment more conducive to growth. The council anticipates the release of a strategic sector plan later this year
that builds on current initiatives and programs.
Recent sector studies have helped to shape the focus and thrust of the forthcoming strategy. Among other things the
craft council will advocate greatly expanded training and educational opportunities. This will be accomplished through
the development of curriculum and workshops within the province. As well, it will include use of innovative
instruments such as bursaries that permit producers to travel off Island to programs and courses elsewhere within the
country. Capital financing will be provided to establish and expand studios and resources will be directed to broaden
and strengthen design. This initiative is considered fundamental to improving the variety and quality of products. Like
Quebec, the Council anticipates that producers will continue to have access to programs that address individual
working capital needs.
Prince Edward Island aspires to increasing new entrants to the sector as well as expanding production to capture a
greater share of the tourism export market the value of which is estimated at about $30 million. In addition, producers
will be assisted to attend wholesale trade shows and build international interest in Island crafts. Like most other
provinces, the Unites States is of particular interest.
7.1.6

Lessons For Cape Breton Craft Sector

There are a number of important lessons to be considered in the case of approaches being taken to craft sector
development in Quebec,
Newfoundland & Labrador and Prince
ÿ Emphasis on continuous learning;
Edward Island. Among the more
ÿ Collaboration among key partners and policies that empower craft councils
significant are:
and other industry associations;
ÿ Strategic marketing and the distribution of market intelligence;
ÿ Export focus and centred on tourism linkages;
ÿ Use of e-commerce models;
ÿ Sector promotion;
ÿ Emphasis on product diversity, standards and quality; and
ÿ Capacity building.
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7.2

CAPE BRETON PRACTICES

Consultations with Cape Breton craft sector stakeholders and key informants produced interesting revelations. Of
particular interest was information respecting successes in the sector: Isle Quilt Market and St. Ann’s Loop. Both
initiatives illustrate the importance collective effort, the value of planning and the significance of patient support,
particularly from government. While not entirely similar, the undertakings showed the value of cross promotion among
craft sector enterprises and between the tourism and craft sectors. As well, they emphasize the power and potential of
branding, particularly in a context focused on centres of excellence. The lessons to be learned from the models
considered below are many. Perhaps the most important is that the Cape Breton craft sector need not look far a field
for answers to some of the more pressing challenges facing the industry.
7.2.1

Isle Quilt Market

The Isle Quilt Market took root in 1996, as a project of the Town of Port Hawkesbury Recreation Commission. It
flowed out of original work undertaken by the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design in the form of the ‘Quilts of
the Island Exhibit. The centre organized the exhibit to profile quilts across the Cape Breton and having engendered
considerable interest in the craft over the course of several years, encouraged the Port Hawkesbury Recreation
Commission to take on the exhibit as a special project. Thus, the Isle Quilt Market was born.
Port Hawkesbury set out to use the quilt market as a unique attraction complementary of long-standing summer
tourist events. Initially the project displayed about two-dozen quilts over a period of a few weeks, attracted a few
hundred visitors and recorded a few thousand dollars in annual retail sales. Today the Isle Quilt Market is a centrepiece
of Cape Breton’s craft sector and a compelling example of the mutually reinforcing relationship between tourism and
crafts.
As the Town of Port Hawkesbury enhanced and broadened its tourism product in the mid to late 1990s, the Isle Quilt
Market surged forward. In recent years, the market has been domiciled in the Creamery, a restored early 20th century
dairy processing facility strategically located in the town’s waterfront. The Creamery is an integral part of the town’s
summer festival program, Grandville Green, which showcases the breadth of local and regional talent while attracting
increasing numbers of visitors. At night, the Creamery is a lively entertainment centre while through the day it
showcases Cape Breton quilts and other high-end crafts.
Port Hawkesbury’s recreation department adroitly developed and astutely manages the Isle Quilt Market co-operative.
A network of about 60 highly skilled producers are the backbone of the project’s supply system. Producers are
disbursed throughout the Atlantic Region with the complement of Cape Breton artisans approximating twelve.
Interest is such that yearly the network of producers has been growing.
In the 2002 operating season the quilt market successfully attracted in excess of 10,000 visitors, generated retail sales
of more than $130,000 (quilts in combination with other quality crafts), captured export market share, and noticeably
expanded the overall impact of tourism on the Port Hawkesbury and Cape Breton economy by influencing length of
stay. Typically each handmade quilt sells for an average $600 and in 2002 eighty-seven were sold. A recently developed
web site has generated new business opportunities and helped to further expand the project’s profile.
Producers work to exacting standards adopted by the collective and Cape Breton made quilts are affixed with a unique
registration/label and entered into a digital registry. A record of individual quilt buyers is maintained along with key
data on each.
The Municipality of the Town of Port Hawkesbury has taken the bold step of incorporating a Centre of Excellence for
Quilts into a proposed new administration building. The success of the Isle Quilt Market has produced a new group of
spin-off developments including enterprises that provide producers with supplies and materials appropriate to high end
quit production.
The collective looks forward to expanding its membership, significantly increasing production and sales, broadening
export markets, including tourism and achieving operational sustainability. Moreover, the Isle Quilt Market
anticipates the evolution of the Cape Breton craft sector consistent with the development of 4-5 geographic centres of
excellence for high end products strategically located across the Island.
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7.2.2

St. Ann’s Loop

The St. Ann’s Loop concept is a transparent example of how collaborative effort is harnessed to effect powerful
commercial linkages between crafts and tourism in the spirit of broader community development. Two dozen
innovative entrepreneurs with a clear sense of reciprocal obligation to their community developed synergies that build
collective capacity, created improved conditions for commerce, build on the area’s rural uniqueness and forged
partnerships for advancement.
St. Ann’s Loop was an inconspicuous section of the Cabot trail east of Baddeck off Route 105 beginning at Exit 11.
Traversing the north side of St. Ann’s Bay for about 20km, the loop struggled with a long standing perception that
more direct and expeditious access could be gained to the Cabot Travel by following Exit 12 off Route 105 and taking
the ferry at Englishtown. Consequently traffic volume at Exit 11 was typically small and commerce suffered.
In 1994, a cluster of craft studios launched a ambitious initiative to reposition the loop in the minds tourist and
promote a rich and fulfilling touring experience. While crafts were a focal point of the plan, proponents understood
that success would be governed by how effectively the community and its inherent qualities were promoted as a whole.
Compelling promotional literature was developed and given broad circulation. Media were engaged as were key publics.
Based on the hub and spoke touring principle visitors were gradually enticed to the community. Business engaged in
effective cross promotion of community products and services including crafts, trails, accommodation and other
related experiences.
Today, the loop stretches from Exit 11 to Wreck Cove at the base of Smokey. There are more than two-dozen
enterprises active in the informal collective including several bed & breakfast operations and a country inn. In recent
years a formal community development association has emerged and special projects have been undertaken such as
enhancement of the North River Trail to strengthen key assets. Several key craftspersons have formed the St. Ann’s
Bay Women in Business Association and are formulating plans to build entrepreneurial capacity. Clearly, St. Ann’s
Loop is becoming known as an area that is home to a unique cluster of craft studios and a rewarding touring
experience.
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7.3

APPENDIX B - HISTORICAL OVERVIEW - CRAFT SECTOR

7.3.1

Economy in Transition

In the more than three decades since the founding of the Cape Breton School of Crafts, now the Cape Breton Centre
for Craft and Design, Cape Breton’s craft sector has gone through a number of iterations. In the early 1970s, following
the establishment of the federal Crown body, Cape Breton Development Corporation (DEVCO), to execute the
national government’s planned diversification of the Island’s economy following a 1967 decision to wind down coal
mining, crafts took on new prominence. In a significantly rural community, like Cape Breton, steeped in tradition and
culture and heritage crafts were viewed as a potentially viable means to expeditiously expand economic prospects.
Largely skewed to waning resource industries like coal mining, Cape Breton needed to smartly develop practical
economic alternatives and engender new investment and enterprise. Borrowing from successful initiatives in parts of
Europe, particularly Scotland, and rural sections of Canada, DEVCO quickly adopted policies to encourage craft
production.
7.3.2

Efforts to Stimulate Value Added Enterprise

Not surprisingly, the array of challenges associated with making the transition to a more diversified enterprising
economy were not apparent in the early days of the DEVCO mandate. Enthusiastically, throughout the 1970s and
early 1980s the new federal body rolled out programs to build new production capacity within the craft sector, open
new markets and forge links with other economic sectors particularly tourism and agriculture where value added
opportunities were pursued through craft production.
7.3.3

Craft Marketing Initiative

Among the many initiatives undertaken by DEVCO in the 1970s and early 1980s three stand out. While craft
producers welcomed special incentives to acquire new capital assets and develop studio space, it soon became obvious
that the sector lacked many of the requisite business and professional skills to build sustainable enterprises. Marketing
captured the attention of industry leaders and government bureaucrats. Among other things, producers cited a lack of
expertise, insufficient resources to develop sales channels and cash flow problems attributable to seasonality. DEVCO
responded with the establishment of Island Crafts, an Island wide craft marketing and sales agency mandated to
promote and profile crafts, open export markets and foster expanded production. Island Crafts operated for about a
decade and in the latter part of its existence broadened its mandate to include wholesale as well as retail sales.
7.3.4

Woolen Mill

Irish Cove Woolen Mills was established with the help of DEVCO to complement efforts in the agriculture sector to
build a consequential sheep industry on the Island. To expedite expansion of the aggregate sheep flock, DEVCO
orchestrated the single largest importation of animals in Canada in the mid 1970s. With no practical use for wool on
the Island, the new mill at Irish Cove, Richmond County, would generate much needed revenue for farms through the
sale of an otherwise dormant by-product. Moreover, the yarns produced by the mill would foster the production of
local knitwear by drawing on traditional skills found in most of Cape Breton and, thereby, expand the craft sector.
7.3.5

Tannery

In Blue’s Mills, Inverness County, DEVCO took a second step in efforts to integrate businesses and foster links
between key economic sectors. A small tannery was established focused on sheepskins. For a brief period it included
the production of a line of sheepskin crafts.
Admittedly, the woolen mill and tannery struggled with technical problems and the size of each made it difficult to
realized desired economies. Regardless, both had the effect of heightening awareness of the crafts sector, illustrating
the obvious and important relationships between crafts and tourism and the highlighting the significance of heritage
and culture to Cape Breton’s tourism product.
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7.3.6

Effect of Devco Initiatives

In some respects, Island Crafts was an idea ahead of its time. It demonstrated the economic potential of crafts and the
vital importance of branding to expanded export sales. However, the initiative underestimated the time and resources
necessary to build sector capacity to supply market ready product of consistent quality and captivating design.
Moreover, it demonstrated that professional development is central to the advancement and growth of crafts and that
training and education must be provided on a near continuous basis.
7.3.7

Cape Breton School of Crafts

For some time prior to the establishment of DEVCO, it had been apparent to the leadership of the Cape Breton craft
sector that professional development, training, product development and design were among a number of issues
important to progress. Consequently, in the early 1970s, the Cape Breton School of Crafts was established. The School
was a bold initiative aimed at collecting many of the traditions, knowledge and resources of the Island’s craft sector
within a single institution. Moreover, the school reflected the understanding that its presence would better facilitate
collective action to advance the sector. As well, in opening its doors to the broader community the school activity
promoted and showcased crafts, engaged in marketing and sales initiatives and generally sought to raise public
awareness and build support.
From the beginning, the craft school struggled with sustainability. It’s founders worked diligently to build
membership, offer germane courses to generate revenue, undertake contract work on a fee for service basis, and
organize and manage events, including craft markets, to produce commissions. With the help of DEVCO, HRDC,
UCCB and others the school of crafts found the means to continue.
7.3.8

Public Policy

In the late 1980s and early 1990s there was a marked change in public policy as regards regional economic
development. Fiscal restraint began to preoccupy governments at all levels, incentive programs took on a more
commercial character and trade and investment dominated government agendas. DEVCO changed its mandate from
that of economic diversification to exclusively coal mining and transferred its broader development responsibilities to a
stand-alone federal Crown corporation, Enterprise Cape Breton Corporation.
In the new public policy environment of the 1990s, non-repayable contributions were phased out, direct interventions
in economic sectors like Island Crafts were greatly diminished and accountability and performance measurement
gathered new emphasis. In this context, the cultural industry faced new challenges as did crafts. The distinctive status
accorded the sector in Cape Breton a decade or earlier declined.
7.3.9

Cape Breton Centre for Craft & Design

In 1992, the Cape Breton School of Crafts saw the culmination of several years of concerted effort to be recognized as
part of the Nova Scotia Department of Tourism and Culture craft development network. The school was designated
the first regional centre in the province for Craft and Design and renamed the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and
Design. Today the centre has a membership of about 200, enjoys yearly enrollment of about 400 in an array of short
courses, co-ordinates specialized training and marketing for Cape Breton producers, and undertakes special initiatives
with the support of its partners. Its mission is to promote excellence in crafts and design at the professional and
recreational level through education and training to gain a recognizable identity internationally reflecting Cape
Breton’s unique cultural character.
7.3.10

Current Context

Today, in principle fundamental approaches to craft development in Nova Scotia resemble those adopted in most
other provinces. Primary emphasis is on strengthening the sector through targeted capacity development and
positioning to capture increased export market share, particularly in the United States. For the most part, Nova Scotia
and Canada have greatly diminished programs for individual producers, chosen to categorize craft ventures as typical
small-media enterprises and flow targeted financial assistance through collectives.
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7.3.11

Nova Scotia Cultural Division

Nova Scotia’s recently adopted cultural policy acknowledges the economic significance of the cultural industry and its
potential to generate wealth through sales out of area. A new arts and cultural partnership council has been established
to coordinate development of the industry under the direction of the Cultural Division of the Nova Scotia Department
of Tourism and Culture. The division has four primary program goals: (i) to assist communities to become more
engaged in cultural development; (ii) to grow cultural industries in partnership with a range of participants; (iii) to
invest in key infrastructure; and (iv) to foster artistic development.
7.3.12

Structures for Craft Development

There are several key players committed to the development of Nova Scotia’s craft sector. As the Figure 5 below
indicates among the more conspicuous participants are Nova Scotia, Canada and the industry itself. As noted above
the province has shaped its cultural policy to foster the growth and development of the sector. Among other things
the province is directing
resources to strengthen
industry capacity through
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7.4

APPENDIX C – TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS

7.4.1

Introduction

The far-reaching impact of the Internet on practically every industry sector is also a factor to be reckoned with in the
craft sector. Although many have noted the need for craft buyers to touch and feel the objects they are purchasing,
there are none the less many roles that e-commerce can play within the sector. This section examines what benefits the
Cape Breton Craft Sector can gain from increased use of the Internet for communication and marketing. We shall first
look at the various types of web sites prevalent in the craft sector, assessing the strengths and drawbacks of each with
reference to craftspeople and customers, all the while searching for best-demonstrated practices, of import to the Cape
Breton Craft community. Then we shall examine how sites attract people using search strategies and links. At the end
of this section we shall recommend a model for a Cape Breton Craft site, which incorporates the best of available
models.
7.4.2

Types of Online Sites

7.4.2.1

Independent Craft Producer

•

features information on one artisan studio and illustrates artisan's work

•

may or may not have online sales capability

•

Example: www.rosshouse.com

www.electroniccottage.com

Pros
•

artisan has total control over content and look of site

•

artisan has total control over contacts / sales to visitors to site

•

can be very inexpensive to set up and operate if artisan is web savvy.

Cons
•

consumer may feel insecure about quality, security of financial transaction

•

may require a great deal of artisan's time to maintain site or

•

traffic to site may be fairly low

7.4.2.2

Craft Guild

•

features information on a group of artisans working in a particular medium and illustrations of their work

•

may or may not have online sales capability

•

Example: www.islequiltmarket.com

www.auracom.com/~laweavers/

Pros
•

information for both artisans and consumers about a particular craft

•

opportunity for artisans to educate about best practices and quality workmanship

•

consumer may feel more secure about purchasing than with independent site

•

like independent site , may be inexpensive, offers control
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Cons
•

7.4.2.3

time spent maintaining site may take away from time working at craft

Retail Craft Outlet

•

supports bricks & mortar operation

•

features information on retailer and may have illustrations of products for sale

•

may or may not have online sales capability

•

may include retailer portal with links to several retailers – Virtual Market

•

Example: http://capebretonisland.com/mall/

www.floras.com

Pros
•

may have higher traffic than an independent site, especially if it is a retail portal.

•

artisan's work shown on site has higher profile and potential sales with no extra effort or expense on their
part.

•

tourists planning vacations online will see it as retail sites often show up in regional search

Cons
•

only benefits that store and those artists featured at that store

•

work is not necessarily juried and people visiting the site may find lower quality, aesthetically challenged
work could form a negative impression of product available in the whole region.

7.4.2.4

Shopping Portal

•

general site: eg eBay – crafts just one of many categories of items for sale

•

craft specific site: features information on many artisans and illustrations of work for sale

•

has online sales capability

•

work may or may not be juried

•

Example: www.guild.com

www.handsmiths.com

www.wholesalecrafts.com

Pros
•

increased traffic and opportunity for sales

•

ease of sales transaction & assurance of security for consumer

•

assurance of payment for artisan

Cons
•

fees vary

•

may not offer ability to contact artisan directly for sales and enquiries

•

clicks & mortar –US site may need distribution capability in US

•

sites such as eBay have higher traffic but require a great deal of time to list, monitor and effect the sales.
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7.4.2.5

Reference Portal

•

features information on many artisans and illustrations of work

•

consumer is referred to artisan's website or is invited to contact artisan directly for sales and enquiries

•

work may or may not be juried

•

Example: www.jolaf.com

Pros
•

artisan gains increased traffic with lower fees and more control than shopping portal

•

consumer can conveniently search and compare the work of several artisans

•

juried sites provide assurance to consumer of quality of the work

Cons
•

consumer may not go to the bother of contacting the artisan to make purchase

•

less financial security of transaction for both consumer and artisan

7.4.2.6

Online Link Directory

•

usually has an internal search engine to find listings of sites within a category or geographic region

•

features brief descriptions and links to individual independent sites

•

Example: http://nsonline.com/Cape-Breton/Arts_and_Crafts/index.html

Pros
•

free

•

increases traffic to your site

Cons
•

annoying pop-up and banner advertising

•

sites are self listed, so other sites may or may not offer products of similar quality

7.4.2.7

Information Rich Reference Site

•

features information of interest to artisans re marketing, education, funding, materials

•

may feature information on member artisans and illustrations of work

•

Example: www.nsdcc.ns.ca

www.stfx.ca/institutes/xedc

Pros
•

information for artisans and/ or consumers about craft work, shows, galleries

•

opportunity for artisans to educate about best practices and quality workmanship

•

not usually sales site but may, by increasing exposure, lead to sales

•

because work of members is juried, consumer has high assurance of quality of work
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Cons
•

focus of the site is information not sales

•

may be expensive for organization to maintain site

7.4.3

Search Strategies

7.4.3.1

Overview

With the millions of sites that exist, it is critical that a successful site have a strategy to attract visitors. Unless the
Internet user know the URL or web address of a particular site, a search is usually conducted using a Search Engine
such as Google, Yahoo, or Alta Vista. The user either enters “Search words” or Keywords, or conducts a search using
“Directories” - selecting from increasingly specific Categories.
7.4.3.2

Keyword Search

•

Search Engines use keywords – they can only find a site if it contains the exact terminology the search engine is
asked to find –ie artisan vs. craftsperson vs. artist etc, or ceramics vs., tableware vs. pottery vs. clay

•

If a keyword appears with greater frequency within a site, the Search Engine will determine it to be of greater
relevance and will place that site higher on the list of results.

•

The total number of craft search results obtained by Keyword Search is usually in the thousands – too high to look
at all the sites. For example a Google search on “handcraft” returned 55,200 possible sites.

•

Few people look further than top ten results of a search. It is not good enough just to be listed, a site must aim for
the top of the list.

7.4.3.3

Directory Search

Search engines also allow one to search using Directories, which have sub-listings of many different categories.
Category names are also very specific, and unlike a keyword search where the computer makes the selection, the
consumer decides, which increasingly specific Category Name to pursue in her search. This means terminology, which
is similar to the terminology the consumer is familiar with should be chosen.
7.4.3.4

Importance of Terminologies

There are regional differences in the perceived meaning of many terms/categories that may prevent a potential foreign
buyer from recognizing that your site is what they are seeking. Terminology therefore, will have huge importance not
only for international audiences but also within regions of North America. Some examples of this are as follows:
•

The term Artisan in Europe, especially France, includes any self-employed person.

•

There is no standardization of product categories. Some regions /countries may refer to crafts as giftware or oneof-a-kind articles.

•

Crafts in some markets, means do-it-yourself projects, not necessarily a finished product entailing a high level of
skill or quality.

•

The Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design site uses the word clay, where ceramics is broadly used in the US,
and pottery more prominent in the United Kingdom.

7.4.4

Strategies to Bring Traffic to Site

•

Sites must be actually registered with appropriate general listing sites or with Directories – i.e. Open Directory
Project in order to show up properly in Internet searches.

•

Appropriate keywords must be identified.

•

"Generally speaking, artists and artisans would do well to ensure that "arts and crafts" is included in as many
general reference sites as possible." (Québec e-commerce study)
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•

Category searches are popular among those looking for tourist info on a particular region, therefore Cultural
Tourists who are also craft buyers will be more likely to find your site if it contains regional references.

•

List links to related sites and ensure that they reciprocate with a link to your site.

•

Having your site listed on directory or portal sites in addition to your own site increases traffic

7.4.5

Search results

A very specific Google keyword search for "Cape Breton Crafts" brought up 49 results. CBCCD Website not among
them. By not ensuring that this site is among the first sites seen, CBCCD allows other sites to define the impression
for the regions crafts. This would also be a concern if the site was actively selling crafts, as there would be obviously less
traffic. An assessment of various sites in the CBCCD competitive set shows the number of avenues, which lead to
these sites. Note that the more general a site is the more keywords which will lead to that site, so it is important to
compare like sites to assess the keyword search performance.
7.4.6

Market Research

The Internet is the most accessible, least expensive research tool available to marketing oriented craftspeople. From
identifying potential retail outlets, to identifying craft shows and exhibitions and even registering for them online, the
Internet makes the process easier. There are any number of Guild sites, government web sites and commercial sites
which can provide valuable information including up to date research reports contracted at great expense by
governments, associations, or media, to help develop the craft industry. Listed below are some examples of these sites,
which demonstrate the depth and breadth of information available.
Some sites of interest on this topic are:
•

www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/arts/

•

www.cbsc.org/

•

http://stategis.ic.gc.ca/sc_indps/sectors/engdoc/gift_hpg.html

•

www.infoexport.gc.ca/

•

www.electroniccottage.com/

•

www.artscraftsindex.com

The Internet also facilitates development of profiles on customers and helps identify their needs and wants. Simple
surveys on Portal or Guild sites or on an individual crafters website can gather valuable info that pinpoints market
preferences. Taken collectively these profiles can form the basis of a dynamic customer relations management (CRM)
program.
7.4.7

Product Development & Training

The internet gives access to thousands of other crafter’s sites, providing the opportunity to assess design, materials,
manufacturing processes, competitive pricing, guilds or cooperatives, promotional tools, packaging, and other
information that could assist in product improvement. As there are now very extensive web sites, which sell raw
materials and supplies to the craft industry, such that even the most rural craftspeople can access the best suppliers,
often at very competitive prices. There are also online instructional materials, which are dedicated to improving the
quality of craft production, or the professionalism of craftspeople. In some cases, such as provincial, state or federal
sites, these sites offer free information, whereas in other cases the sites sell training materials and information, and are
well worth investigation.
Cape Breton craftspeople currently get valuable information, which assists with product development from the
CBCCD. Given additional resources, this information could be enriched with new services such as additional training,
online mentoring, market readiness assessments, updates on industry events and other relevant information. With
improved broadband Internet access, Cape Breton crafts people could even view instructional videos, although that in
itself would not be enough to warrant upgrading technology, but rather a benefit of the process.
Websites of interest on this topic are:
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•

www.nsdcc.ns.ca

•

www.stfx.ca/institutes/xedc

•

www.craftsreport.com

•

www.gov.ns.ca/legi/legc/bills/58th_1st/3rd_read/b061.htm

•

http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/sc_indps/ebiz/engdoc/homepage.php

•

www.bdc.ca/en/business_tools/diagnostic_tools/default.htm

•

www.retailinteractive.ca

•

www.artsandcraftsabout.com

•

www.jolaf.com/resources

7.4.8

Marketing

The Internet is the ideal medium for modern marketing. It is used extensively in the Tourism industry and can have a
much more significant impact on craft sales by helping crafters reach the visiting tourist as well as the local resident. As
with other electronic media, it is not just reaching the customer but providing information in the format that helps
create a relationship and a preference for the crafters product. Photographs, enormous (or simple) amounts of
information depending on the wishes of the customer, reference material, which validates the authenticity of the
product is also possible for very modest investment with the Internet. Cape Breton crafters can prepare their sites such
that customers can find them easily, despite the existence of tens of thousands of other craft sites. Meta tags for search
engines, and links with reference sites and listing sites as described above, are all relatively simple and inexpensive to
put in place. Marketing oriented craftspeople can create a virtually unlimited number of windows for potential
customers to access their site, by understanding the relationship between other interests and this crafter’s site.
Leather workers can reach customers through horse enthusiast sites; quilt makers can reach potential customers
through heritage sites; visual artists can reach potential customers through art scene discussion groups or nature sites if
they are nature artists. The Internet lets you step beyond the customer as a customer and reach them as a person, by
targeting their special interests and hobbies.
There has been considerable discussion of the road map forward for the Cape Breton Tourism industry. The need for a
dynamic portal that not only introduces the tourism plant, but also opens up access to the culture, heritage, music,
crafts, sports and other aspects of Cape Breton life, has been well demonstrated. The synergy of all of these elements
becomes a powerful attraction and helps define the Cape Breton experience for potential visitors. The beauty of the
internet is that potential customers click on elements of interest, and while one customer’s vision of the Cape Breton
experience would be reaffirmed by great nature, sports and outdoor information on the portal site, another potential
visitor would become excited by the music, art and heritage museums offered on the island. The Internet is a selffulfilling prophecy. However, the old adage ”nothing kills a bad product faster than good advertising” is particularly apt
when the Internet is involved. A business must be able to deliver on consumer expectations, or suffer the consequences
of bad word of mouth. This should not be a concern as Cape Breton can deliver on a number of great vacation
experiences for a variety of interests. It does however speak for having crafters juried for Craft Portals and their bricks
and mortar counterparts. Maintaining quality in design and crafting is an essential element of good marketing.
7.4.9

Sales

The Internet can have a significant impact on sales both as a transaction medium, as well as in support of other
channels of distribution. As was noted above, there are successful web sites, which deliver sales for particular crafts
(Guild sales portals) as well as general sales portals. These sites can have robust information on the craftsperson or the
media they work in, or simply concentrate on sales, although it would seem smart to engage the site visitor and develop
a relationship with the craftsperson by providing rich information. Web sites are also useful in supporting sales
through other channels as follows:
•

Information on craftspeople supports the retail channel by providing credibility and assuring the purchaser of
the status of the producer. Web sites can refer customers to local retail outlets in locations across the
continent.

•

Portal web sites can increase direct sales by referring the customer to the artists site after their appetite has
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been whetted by an informative Guild site or a Reference Portal. Customers may also contact the artists
directly by phone or in person to consummate a sale.
•

Repeat sales from a customer who has purchased an item through a retail outlet or other source and visits the
craftsperson’s web site to get more information. Artists should maintain contact with customers to encourage
repeat sales and to get referrals. Retailers who purchase product on a regular basis will use the Internet to
confirm and track orders as well as keep up to date on new product offerings.

•

Web sites can be useful in consummating sale that come as a result of referrals from other satisfied customers.
Tourists who return home may be excellent word of mouth advertisement for an artist who’s website will assist
in closing the sale s with a friend or relative of the original customer.

Thus it can be seen that even if the majority of customers prefer to purchase crafts directly from a bricks & mortar
outlet, there are many support functions that a web site should play in assisting the sale. Also, Cape Breton
craftspeople should continue to expand use of the Internet to maintain a window on e-commerce and be ready when a
larger portion of the market is ready to purchase on line.
Four relevant Websites are:
•

www.guild.com

•

www.jolaf.com

•

www.retailinteractive.ca

•

http://strategis.gc.ca/SSG/ir0158e.html

7.4.10

Model For Cape Breton Craft Web Site

7.4.10.1

Information Rich Reference Portal with Online Retail Sales

The many positive attributes of various types of web sites can be incorporated into a new Cape Breton Craft web site,
to supplement or enhance the considerable services already offered by the CBCCD. Given the concentration of new
media companies and e Commerce capabilities in Cape Breton, a new craft site can be readily achieved. As well as the
keen interest in revamping the Cape Breton Tourism web sites to better market and sell tourism product, a new model
for this craft web site can and should be synergistic with the proposed tourism site. Being a portal, the new site should
have ready-made templates for artisans with even minimum technological savvy, to create their own web site. Portal
staff should be available to assist people in getting their information on line where necessary. The following are
elements of the new site, which should be included:
•

A rich reference site with information on many artisans and illustrations of work searchable by medium or by
artist. Juried artisans should be given a position of prominence.

•

A site which gives the consumer the opportunity for secure Online purchases with common standards and support
technology for online sales – Credit Card, Delivery system, return policy.

•

A generous attitude towards artisans and not driven by commissions for portal, such that consumers are
encouraged to contact the artisan directly for sales and enquiries. The portal would link to each independent
artisan’s site.

•

The web site also should support the retail channel by identifying retailers where consumers can purchase Cape
Breton Island crafts.

•

The site should contain reference information & links for artisans as well as consumers on educational topics, craft
techniques, markets, materials and use the interest of the site visitor to position the Cape Breton craft industry.

•

There should be wholesale supply links, which facilitate purchases by craftspeople of equipment, materials and
supplies.

•

The site should function as an online Craft Community, a vehicle for communication among artisans, including
links to Cultural Tourism events, and other artists in music, theatre, & art.
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•

The site should provide various business services to craftspeople such as database and CRM software tailored to
their needs, newsletter formats, bookkeeping software, business planning tools, and other software available on an
asp basis to manage retailer relationships. There could be online courses, training opportunities and even
registration for events.

•

The site should be available in a Canada version as well as a USA version with appropriate terminology for each.

•

Long-term commitment to site is essential. In the Quebec craft study completed in 2000, numerous best
performing websites in several categories were identified. In March 2003, 23 of 43 top performing sites are no
longer active. By performing many different services to the craftsperson, the web site should have longevity,
although it may require government assistance and commitment to make this happen.

All of the above need not be completed for each artisan at the same time. There may be certain artisans, which are
ready and eager to make a commitment to the web for everything from artist profiles to online sales, while others want
to use the technology in a more limited manner. Both approaches should be accommodated. Inherent in this model is
the concept of some government support, as an economic development investment. Getting more crafters on line with
quality information, and a common set of business policies and common technology, will enhance the whole craft
sector. As has been noted above the web site should support both the direct sales channel and the retail channel as
these are existing businesses which one would not want to harm with a successful online sales capacity. A sales of Cape
Breton crafts, no matter what the channel is good for the economy. There is great synergy in developing an
Information Rich Reference Portal with Online Retail Sales, which supports the industry sector as a whole, and with
today’s web development and hosting tools, this is not nearly as expensive as it once was.
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7.5

APPEXDIX D - TOURISM & CRAFTS

7.5.1

Introduction

There is a natural alliance of the tourism and craft sectors and this is something that should be developed and
expanded in Cape Breton, for the clear benefit of both. Increasingly, Cape Breton and Nova Scotia are targeting the
cultural tourism segment, positioning the destination with music and heritage. Such festivals as Celtic Colours and
attractions such as Louisbourg and the Alexander Graham Bell Museum, which are prime generators of visitor traffic,
attest to the importance of cultural tourism. The profile of the cultural tourist is a direct match for the craft buyer. As
has been pointed out by Lord (1999) in Cultural Tourism Strategy for Nova Scotia, this customer is 4-5 times more
likely to spend money on craft products. With the sizeable percentage of tourism to Cape Breton, which originates
outside the province and the country, these craft sales are decidedly export sales, generating new dollars for the
economy, and worthy of recognition as such. Listed below are several factors, which make the tourism and craft sectors
allies in economic development:
•

Craft products support the authentic visitor experience being offered by Cape Breton, and can function as an
added reason to visit the island;

•

Places frequented by tourists such as museums, gift shops, hotels, restaurants and visitor information centres,
are a natural distribution network for quality craft products, generating incremental sales for tourist operators;

•

Cross selling of music and crafts happens in real life as well as in cyberspace, extending the promotion of Cape
Breton;

•

Concentrations of craft producers and retailers can spur development of tourism infrastructure. For example
the Tamarac Craft cooperative in Berkley, West Virginia had a hotel and restaurant community built up
around it, when it became a destination for tourists due to greatly increased craft sales;

•

Craft sales support the development of the motor coach, cruise, and convention markets, three segments with
strong growth potential for Cape Breton; and

•

Craft displays and sales at the proposed gateway Village at the Causeway will help draw tourists and will
introduce Island craft people and retailers to the touring market.

7.5.2

Potential Initiatives

The craft industry and the tourism industry can embrace joint projects, which would develop both sectors. The
following are strategies to accomplish this:
7.5.2.1

Tourism Packaging of Crafts Product

Learning vacations within the craft sector are a viable new product offering for Cape Breton. The Gaelic College for
spinning and weaving, CBCCD for a variety of crafts, Native Reservations for basket making, Cheticamp for hooked
rugs are all examples of viable learning vacations product. These would generate incremental income for the crafter as a
teacher, and for the tourism industry as the visitor would stay for the duration of the package.
As well, crafts people can be incorporated into craft trail packages drawing visitors down the by ways into the craft
person’s studio, museums or retail outlets. The very popular Arts Rally, along the South Shore of Nova Scotia, takes
visitors from workshop to workshop. The Island Quilt Market and the St. Anne’s Loop as previously discussed are
concepts that can be expanded in Cape Breton.
7.5.2.2

Create a Star System

Over the past 10 years, a star system has developed within the music industry. Tourism industry workers
enthusiastically promote favourite musicians to visitors, yet there is very little awareness of world-class crafts people.
Promoting craftspeople as stars would not only increase sales, but also enable new packages like craft trails or
encourage visitors to stay another day within the region. While it is up to the craft sector to determine how the best
craft producers will be identified, the Tourism Industry Association of Nova Scotia could encourage the star system by
focusing attention on top crafts people within their annual awards program.
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7.5.2.3

Advertising Content

As part of the positioning to attract cultural tourists, NS Tourism and Cape Breton Tourism should include focus on
the crafts sector. Likewise craft items could be included in promotional booths at travel trade shows, and craft writers
could be included in destination familiarization tours for media. Advertising in cultural publications could draw
cultural tourists.
7.5.2.4

Retail Expansion

Other jurisdictions have developed creative retail space within tourist bureaus and provincial museums for quality craft
products, with the intent to emphasize the availability of craft products rather than compete with other retail outlets.
Promotion of local retail outlets and artists studios where the visitor could find more crafts would increase the overall
craft expenditures. Festivals could feature craft with special retail sections, promoted by the tourism industry.
7.5.2.5

Tourism Exports

It is also worth noting that with tourism being such a powerful industry throughout the Atlantic Provinces, there are
export opportunities for Cape Breton crafts people through retail outlets in other provinces. Interestingly, the Prince
Edward Island craft studies lament the need for island retailers to import almost $15,000,000 of handcrafts annually,
to satisfy the demand from the tourism market. A robust crafts industry in Cape Breton with quality product,
distribution logistics, and aggressive sales, would have significant export potential in markets very close to home, as
well as abroad.
7.5.2.6

Tourists as Business Contacts

Tourists also represent many additional market opportunities. The cruise industry delivered a giftware retailer to Saint
John, and resulted in wholesale sales for a New Brunswick craft producer. The demographic and psychographic
characteristics of our visitors virtually assure us that there will be a number of gallery owners, collectors, dealers,
retailers and wholesalers who will be vacationing here, or who can be influenced by people who vacation here, resulting
in business relationships. The opportunities to promote Cape Breton and Nova Scotia to tourism markets by
positioning music, cuisine and crafts increase the likelihood that we will reach new sales channels as well as new
tourists.
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7.6

APPENDIX E – SURVEY CRAFT PRODUCERS

7.6.1

Survey

Instructions and General Information
Hello my name is ________________. May I have a few minutes of your time on a matter of importance to Cape
Breton’s craft sector. We are surveying Cape Breton Island craftspersons as part of the development of a future plan
for the craft sector. The plan is being put together by the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design. Detailed
information on the Island’s craft producers will greatly assist in shaping a practical document.
Would you mind taking a few minutes to answer a few questions? Your comments and general feedback will be
treated confidentially.
Respondent - Å Yes Å No. If no, conclude the call and note refusal on contact sheet. If yes proceed.
Allow me to begin with basic contact information:
Contact Information
Name:
Street Address: ....................................................................................................................................................................
Postal Code
Telephone No: ....................................................................................................................................................................
Fax No:

Email address:.......................................................................................................................................................
Website
Location of production facilities (City, Town or Village & County) ...........................................................................

Location of sales outlet if different (City, Town or Village & County)
Contact Name ....................................................................................................................................................................
SECTION I - General
Please indicate below which of the following best describes your current status as a craftsperson?
Å Full-time (earning all or a significant portion of yearly income from craft production)
Å Part-time (earning some yearly income from craft production)
Å Casual or recreational (producing largely for enjoyment)

SECTION II - Full-Time Producers Only
(1) Please tell me which of the following best indicates the length of time you have been in production on a full-time basis?
Å 1-5 years
Å 6 to 10 years
Å More than 11 years
(2) What medium or media do you work in? .........................................................................................
(3) Which of the following best describes your current market area?
Å Cape Breton only Å Cape Breton & Nova Scotia
Å Atlantic Canada
Å Canada
Å Outside
Canada

(Note: If marketing outside Canada please specify where precisely? _______________________________________)

(4) Which of the following best describes your most active sales channel?
Å

Direct retail

Å

Å

Other_____________

Wholesale

Å

Retail Craft Shows

(5) Do you operate under a registered business name? Å Yes

Å Wholesale Trade
Shows

Å No. If yes, what is your business name?

________________________________________________________________________________________________

(6) Do you currently sell product on-line? Å Yes Å No. If yes, does the Web Site enable customers to complete a
purchase transaction on-line or simply browse your digital product catalogue? Å Yes
Å No. If no, do you plan to
use the Internet to sell product in the near term? Å Yes
Å No
(7) Which of the following best describes your annual sales volume?
Å

$1 to $5,000

Å

$5001 to $10,000

Å

$10,001 to
$20,000

Å

$20,001 to
$50,000

Å

Greater than
$50,000

(8) Please indicate below the number of full-time and/or part-time employees at your enterprise in peak periods.
Å 1-5
Å 6-10
Å 11 or more

SECTION III - Part –Time Producers Only
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(1) ) Please tell me which of the following best indicates the length of time you have been in production on a part-time
basis?
Å 1-5 years
Å 6 to 10 years
Å More than 11 years
(2) What medium or media do you work in? .........................................................................................
(3) Which of the following best describes your current market area?
Å Cape Breton only Å Cape Breton & Nova
Å Atlantic Canada
Å Canada
Å Outside
Scotia

Canada

(Note: If marketing outside Canada please specify where precisely? _______________________________________)

(4) Which of the following best describes your most active sales channel?
Å

Direct retail

Å

Å

Wholesale

Retail Craft Shows

Å Wholesale Trade
Shows

Å Other_____________
(5) Do you operate under a registered business name? Å Yes Å No. If yes, what is your business name?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
(6) Do you currently sell product on-line? Å Yes
Å No. If yes, does the Web Site enable customers to complete a purchase
transaction on-line or simply browse your digital product catalogue? Å Yes Å No. If no, do you plan to use the Internet to sell
product in the near term? Å Yes
Å No
(7) Please indicate below the number of full-time and/or part-time employees at your enterprise in peak periods.
Å 1-5
Å 6-10
Å 11 or more
(8) Which of the following best describes your annual sales volume?
Å $1 to $5,000
Å $5001 to $10,000 Å $10,001 to
Å $20,001 to
Å Greater than
$20,000

$50,000

$50,000

SECTION IV- Casual or Recreational Producers Only
(1) Please tell me which of the following best indicates the length of time you have been working with crafts on a casual or
recreational basis?
Å 1-5 years
Å 6 to 10 years
Å More than 11 years
(2) What medium or media do you work in? .........................................................................................
(3) Do you produce crafts for sale? Å Yes
Å No. If yes, which of the following below best describes your yearly sales volume. If
No, proceed to question 6 below.
Å $1 to $5,000
Å $5001 to $10,000 Å greater than $10,001
(4) Which of the following best describes your current market area?
Å Cape Breton only Å Cape Breton &
Å Atlantic Canada
Å Canada
Å Outside
Nova Scotia

Canada

(Note: If marketing outside Canada please specify where precisely? _______________________________________)
(5) Which of the following best describes your most active sales channel?
Å Direct retail
Å Wholesale
Å Retail Craft Shows
Å Wholesale Trade
Shows
Å Other_____________
(6) Are you considering producing crafts for sale? Å Yes Å No. If yes, proceed to Section V- All Commercial Producers.
If no, conclude the interview.
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SECTION V – All Commercial Producers
(1) Are you considering or do you anticipate considering expansion of your craft output in the near-term?
Å Yes Å No. If yes, which of the following below best describes the type of expansion you are likely to undertake (check more
than one if appropriate)
Å Production capacity (additional equipment, tools, etc.)
Å Production facilities (workshop area, studio, etc.)
Å Personnel
Å Other__________________________________________
(2) Using a four point ranking ranging from Very Important to Very Unimportant I am going to ask you to rate/rank a the
following in terms of their significance to the growth/expansion of your craft output.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financing
Business management assistance
Marketing assistance
New sales outlets/channels
Design assistance
Product development
Production technologies
Training
Support networks

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Neither
Important or
Unimportant

Very
Unimportant

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

(3) Again using a four point ranking ranging from Very Important to Very Unimportant please rate/rank the following in terms
of their significance to your continued involvement in the production of crafts.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expanded sales
Training and education
Opening new markets
New equipment
Shop or studio area
Government assistance programs
Production technologies
Training
Support networks

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Neither
Important or
Unimportant

Very
Unimportant

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

(4) Please indicate below your last completed level of formal education.
ô
ô
ô

High School
Trades Training
Community College

ô Fine arts training
ô University
ô Other specify ___________________

(5) Have you formal training or have you completed course-work in any of the following
ô Design
ô Packaging and sales
ô Merchandizing, presentation and product
ô Marketing
display
ô Business Management
ô Financial management
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(6) On a scale of 1-5 where one represents very important and 5 very unimportant how would your rate the following
training/educational opportunities
1
Very
Important

2

3

4

5
Very
Unimportant

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
(7) Would a tuition fee deter you from participating in a training program or educational workshop?
Å Yes Å No.
(8) Which of the following best characterizes your average customer/buyer?
ô Male
ô Other Canadian
ô Female
ô Other non-Canadian
ô 20 to 45 years of age
ô Visiting tourist
ô Professional
ô 45 to 60 years of age
ô Non-professional
ô over 60 years of age
ô
Average income
ô Cape Breton resident
ô Above average income
ô Mainland Nova Scotia resident
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business management
Product Development
Packaging
Opening New Markets
Developing Export Markets
Product Design
Use of Production technologies
Sales Techniques
Product display

(9) Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design offers a range of programs and services to Cape Breton craft producers and the
Island’s craft sector in general. How satisfied are you with the nature and type of programs and services offered by the Centre?
Very
Satisfied

ô

Somewhat
Satisfied

ô

Neither Satisfied
or Dissatisfied

ô

Very
Dissatisfied

ô

(10) Do you currently hold a membership in the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design?
Å Yes Å No.
(11) What do you consider to be among the greatest opportunities ahead for Cape Breton’s craft sector?

(12) What do you consider to be among the more significant challenges ahead for Cape Breton’s craft sector?

.....................................................................................................................................................THANK YOU
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